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Brain perfusion weighted images acquired using dynamic contrast studies have an im-
portant clinical role in acute stroke diagnosis and treatment decisions. The purpose of
my PhD research is to develop novel methodologies for improving the efficiency and
quality of brain perfusion-imaging analysis so that clinical decisions can be made more
accurately and in a shorter time. This thesis consists of three parts:
• My research investigates the possibility that parallel computing brings to make
perfusion-imaging analysis faster in order to deliver results that are used in stroke
diagnosis earlier. Brain perfusion analysis using local Arterial Input Functions
(AIF) techniques takes a long time to execute due to its heavy computational
load. As time is vitally important in the case of acute stroke, reducing analysis
time and therefore diagnosis time can reduce the number of brain cells dam-
aged and improve the chances for patient recovery. We present the implementa-
tion of a deconvolution algorithm for brain perfusion quantification on GPGPU
(General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units) using the CUDA
programming model. Our method aims to accelerate the process without any
quality loss.
• Specific features of perfusion source images are also used to reduce noise im-
pact, which consequently improves the accuracy of hemodynamic maps. The
majority of existing approaches for denoising CT images are optimized for 3D
(spatial) information, including spatial decimation (spatially weighted mean fil-
ters) and techniques based on wavelet and curvelet transforms. However, perfu-
sion imaging data is 4D as it also contains temporal information. Our approach
using Gaussian process regression (GPR) makes use of the temporal informa-
tion in the perfusion source imges to reduce the noise level. Over the entire
image, our noise reduction method based on Gaussian process regression gains a
99% contrast-to-noise ratio improvement over the raw image and also improves
the quality of hemodynamic maps, allowing a better identification of edges and
detailed information. At the level of individual voxels, GPR provides a stable
baseline, helps identify key parameters from tissue time-concentration curves
and reduces the oscillations in the curves. Furthermore, the results show that
GPR is superior to the alternative techniques compared in this study.
• My research also explores automatic segmentation of perfusion images into po-
iii
tentially healthy areas and lesion areas, which can be used as additional infor-
mation that assists in clinical diagnosis. Since perfusion source images contain
more information than hemodynamic maps, good utilisation of source images
leads to better understanding than the hemodynamic maps alone. Correlation
coefficient tests are used to measure the similarities between the expected tis-
sue time-concentration curves (from reference tissue) and the measured time-
concentration curves (from target tissue). This information is then used to dis-
tinguish tissues at risk and dead tissues from healthy tissues. A correlation co-
efficient based signal analysis method that directly spots suspected lesion areas
from perfusion source images is presented. Our method delivers a clear auto-
matic segmentation of healthy tissue, tissue at risk and dead tissue. From our
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1.1 Aims of chapter
This thesis contains interdisciplinary research that combines concepts from informat-
ics and medical science. To make this thesis accessible to audiences with different
backgrounds, this chapter describes notions and approaches for brain perfusion imag-
ing and computer science technologies. The reader may want to skip sections covering
background he or she is familiar with.
Section 1.4 discusses perfusion imaging acquisition and follow up processing tech-
nologies. Section 1.5 introduces the notions of brain hemodynamic parameters. Sec-
tions 1.6.1, 1.6.2 and 1.7 present how CT and MRI imaging works and their work-
flows. Section 1.8 covers deconvolution in perfusion-imaging analysis. Section 1.9
talks about local AIF technique. Section 1.10 introduces the features of lesion vi-
sion. Section 1.11 illustrates the importance of time in stroke treatments. Section 1.13
presents the goal and synopsis of this thesis and Section 1.14 states the outline of the
subsequent chapters.
1.2 Brain Perfusion Imaging
Perfusion is defined as the passage of fluid through the blood vessels or lymphatic
system to an organ or a tissue. Scanning using perfusion, also known as perfusion
imaging, is able to observe, record and quantify the perfusion in a human body. The
perfusion information is important and is used to ascertain data on the blood flow
to vital organs such as the heart and brain. Brain perfusion weighted images acquired
using dynamic contrast studies have an important clinical role in acute stroke diagnosis
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and treatment decisions [1].
Numerous techniques have been proposed in the past to measure various perfusion
related parameters in the brain. The main imaging techniques used to evaluate brain
hemodynamic parameters are dynamic perfusion computed tomography (PCT), MRI
dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC), positron emission tomography (PET), single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), Xenon-enhanced computed tomog-
raphy (XeCT), arterial spin labeling (ASL), and Doppler ultrasound. These techniques
for assessment of tissue perfusion or blood flow are important for clinical areas such
as ischemic diseases, cancer and tumors. In the case of acute diseases, people who
have had a stroke will need a brain scan, blood tests, blood pressure checks and an
electrocardiogram (ECG) to find the cause of the stroke, what damage it has done and
what medical treatment is needed. The information obtained from the brain scan can
be used to evaluate the appropriateness of administering thrombolytic treatment, which
can help to reduce the final volume of dead tissues. In the case of cancers, brain scans
can be used to monitor cancer therapies. In the case of tumors, these imaging tech-
niques are used to distinguish tumor characteristics and follow tumor development,
possibly also after treatment to see whether it has been effective.
1.3 Stroke
A stroke, one of the three most common fatal health problems in the world1, is a serious
medical condition. Most strokes are due to a cut off of the blood supply to a part of
the brain. When the brain loses its energy supply carried by blood, the brain functions
are rapidly lost, severe damage to brain tissues are caused and a stroke is resulted in.
Stroke affects a lot of people and the damage is serious.
Based on the investigation of the World Health Organisation, 15 million people
worldwide suffer a stroke annually. A third of them die and another third of them
survive with permanent disability [2]. The Stroke Association [3], a UK-wide charity
solely concerned with stroke, states that stroke is the leading cause of severe disability
with 350,000 people affected at any one time in UK. Stroke is also the largest cause
of adult disability in the United States and Australia based on the American Stroke
Association2 [4] and the National Stroke Foundation of Australia [5].
1The other two most fatal disorders are heart disease and cancer.
2Every 40 seconds, someone in America suffers a stroke. It’s the fourth leading cause of death and
a leading cause of disability.
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Stroke symptoms can vary, depending on the area of the brain affected. They in-
clude unilateral paralysis, and problems with speech and the damage caused by stroke
can be neurological or fatal.
Most strokes can be classified into three categories:
• Ischemic stroke This type of stroke accounts for more than four-fifth of all
cases. It is mostly caused by thrombosis and embolism. Thrombosis means
blood supply is interrupted by a blood clot forming inside a blocked blood ves-
sel. Embolic stroke is the result of clots coming from anywhere else in the body
but then travelling to the brain and causing an obstruction. Ischemic stroke can
be treated using alteplase, a medicine which dissolves the clot. An anti-platelet
medicine may also be used to make the platelets less sticky, which reduces the
chances of further blood clots occurring.
• Hemorrhagic stroke This type of stroke occurs when a blood vessel bursts or
breaks, causing bleeding and damage in the brain. Hemorrhagic stroke can be
treated by surgery, which removes the hematoma and stops the damaged blood
vessels from bleeding again. Medicines to lower blood pressure may also be
given to the patient.
• Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) Also known as a mini stroke. This type of
stroke is caused by a temporary clot. It is a warning of a further stroke that
should be taken seriously. Its symptoms are the same as for a normal stroke but
will resolve within a few minutes or a maximum of 24 hours.
1.3.1 Infarct Core and Penumbra Area
Infarct core is at the centre of ischemic stroke, where the blood supply is most badly
affected and tissues in an infarct core are irreversibly damaged and usually dead within
a few minutes. The penumbra area is the area around an infarct core. The penumbra
tissue is also called “tissues at risk” and is affected by the stroke but still has the poten-
tial to be salvaged with treatment. Tissues in both the infarct core and penumbra area
are also called abnormal tissues and can be observed using medical imaging methods.







Figure 1.1: Slices and Voxels
This figure illustrates the structure of a CT image.
1.4 Image Acquisition
A CT or MRI image is a 3D image volume consisting of several 2D images where each
2D image is typically called a slice, because it corresponds to a certain thickness of the
object being scanned. Furthermore, each 2D slice is composed of many elements, each
of which represents an area with a certain thickness. As a result, the term ‘voxel’ is
introduced to stand for the element. In other words, an image slice consists of voxels,
whereas a typical digital image is composed of pixels. Figure 1.1 is an example of a
CT image.
1.4.1 CT Imaging Acquisition
In CT images, the grey levels reflect the proportion of X-rays scattered or absorbed as
they pass though each voxel. A CT image is created by directing X-rays from multiple
orientations and measuring their attenuation in intensity. Reconstruction is then used to
convert the X-ray attenuation into a density distribution within the slices. Furthermore,
by acquiring a contiguous series of CT image slices, data describing an entire volume
of the brain can be obtained.
CT imaging provides clear and detailed images, not only of muscle and soft tissue,
but also of bones and blood vessels. However, there are risks associated with the use
of CT scanning. The two main risks are: 1) CT scanning increases the risk of cancer
due to the exposure of X-ray radiation during the scan. 2) The contrast agent injected
to the patient may lead to allergic reactions or kidney failure.
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1.4.2 CT Imaging Reconstruction
Reconstruction is a mathematical process that converts sinograms, a visual representa-
tion of the raw data obtained in tomography scans, into multi-dimensional slice images.
Two of the most widespread reconstruction techniques are filtered back projection [6]
and Shepp-Logan filter [7].
In the image reconstruction, tissues are subdivided into individual tissue voxels.
All of the structures within an individual voxel are mixed together and represented by
a single CT number. No details can be discriminated within a voxel. When looking at
images, voxels are seen side by side. As a result, in order to achieve highly detailed
images, it is necessary to use small voxels [8].
1.4.3 MRI Imaging Acquisition
The principle behind MRI imaging is that it makes use of the property of nuclear
magnetic resonance to image nuclei of atoms inside the body. In 1971, Raymond
Damadian reported that tumors and normal tissue can be distinguished by a nuclear
magnetic resonance (MR) scan [9]. He also suggested that this information could be
used to diagnose cancer. MRI imaging has become a powerful clinical tool for the
evaluation of brain anatomy. It can be used to measure a number of functional or
metabolic parameters.
MRI images are commonly acquired from either spin-echo or gradient-echo se-
quences. On a T1-weighted scan, water-containing tissues appear dark and fat-containing
tissues appear bright. Opposite to a T1-weighted scan, on a T2-weighted scan, water
appears bright and fat appears dark.
An MRI image is usually reconstructed using 2D Fourier transform.
1.4.4 CT and MRI Imaging Resolution
Each volume of brain CT or MRI scan images usually has a spatial resolution of 1-2
millimetres and the acquired data can have a resolution from (128,128,2) to (512,512,16)
voxels. Brain hemodynamic quantities need to be computed for each voxel. The spatial
resolution of a perfusion image is the same as the resolution of a non-perfusion one, but
a perfusion study has multiple 3D volumes acquired at different sampling time points
while a non-perfusion one only has one 3D volume.
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1.5 Brain Hemodynamics
Dynamic perfusion computed tomography (CT perfusion imaging) and MRI dynamic
susceptibility contrast (MRI perfusion imaging) provide measurements of brain hemo-
dynamic quantities, such as cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV)
and mean transit time (MTT), which have an important clinical role in acute stroke
diagnosis and treatment decisions. In most perfusion methods, results are evaluated
based on the symmetrical features between the two hemispheres and the experience of
clinical experts. Furthermore, the analysis of perfusion imaging requires serial analysis
of arterial input.
Both the CT and MRI perfusion imaging techniques request an injection of a con-
trast agent. Contrast agents are used to improve the visibility of blood vessels and
internal body structures. CT perfusion imaging commonly uses iodine-based contrast
material while MRI perfusion imaging often uses gadolinium-based contrast material.
Hemodynamic parameters introduced in this section are all voxel specific. For
any Parameteri (CBF, CBV, MTT or Tmax, etc.), it is voxel based and refers to the
hemodynamic parameter for voxeli, where voxeli is in some position (xi,yi,zi) in the
entire image. Furthermore, equations mentioned in the subsequent sub sections are
also voxel based.
1.5.1 CBF Parameter
The concept of cerebral blood flow (CBF) was proposed by Seymour S. Kety in 1945
[10]. He developed a method to quantitatively determine cerebral blood flow by means
of arterial and internal jugular blood concentrations of an inert gas during the first ten
minutes of its inhalation at low concentration.
In the article by Lassen in 1959 [11], the early measurement methods of CBF were
reviewed and the concept of auto regulation of cerebral blood flow was presented in
detail for the first time. He stated that in normal individuals, not given pharmacological
agents, the cerebral oxygen uptake is remarkably constant during sleep, physical or
intellectual effort. The cerebral oxygen consumption is also not affected by relatively
marked changes of the arterial blood pressure and gas tensions of arterial blood. We
also established that the cerebral oxygen uptake is subnormal only in acute and chronic
cerebral disorders characterised by distinct signs of mental hypofunction, depression of
consciousness in acute disorders, and loss of intellectual faculties in chronic disorders.
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1.5.2 Residue Function and Impulse Response Function
To describe the tissue retention of a tracer, the residue function R(t) is introduced.
R(t) presents the fraction of the tracer present in tissue at the tth sampling time point.
Consequently, the R(t) reaches its maximal value, 1, after the injection of the contrast
agent and decreases to 0 when time passes long enough (R(∞) = 0).




Ca(γ) ·R(T − γ)dγ ·CBF (1.1)
where ti is the sampling time point and T is the time interval, C(t) is the tissue time-
concentration function and Ca(t) is the artery time-concentration function, which is
known as artery input function (AIF).
The product, R(t) ·CBF , is called the tissue Impulse Response Function (IRF),
since it can be considered as a result of the aforementioned impulse with infinitesimal
input. For every voxel, there is a CBF value and a residue function which form the
IRF together. R(t) can be considered as a relative function while IRF is an absolute
function.
As the artery time-concentration function Ca(t) is variable in time, the tissue time-
concentration time C(t) becomes the convolution of the impulse response function and
the AIF [12], as:
C(t) = AIF⊗R(t) ·CBF or C(t) = AIF⊗ IRF (1.2)
In practice, the AIF is obtained from a major artery, such as the middle cerebral or
intracranial internal carotid artery with two assumptions: (a) it is the only input to the
tissue of interest; (b) there is no circulatory or dispersion delay of contrast material
[13]. A poor selection of the AIF may lead to an incorrect result. For example, if an
AIF is obtained from an obstructed vessel, the signal arrival time (time of arrival of
contrast agent bolus) in the rest of the brain can precede the arrival time in the AIF.
1.5.3 CBV Parameter
Cerebral blood volume (CBV) is as crucial as cerebral blood flow and is also a useful
measurement that can be obtained easily from the same data used for determining cere-
bral blood flow. In a review article in 1990, Rosen et al. [14] stated that, by analyzing
tissue time-concentration curves while dynamically tracking the passage of a bolus of
a high-susceptibility contrast agent, maps of CBV can be calculated. This technique
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can be used in methods that track the passage of a contrast agent with high tempo-
ral resolution, such as dynamic perfusion computed tomography and MRI dynamic
susceptibility contrast.



















Figure 1.2: The Measurement of Tmax
This figure indicates how Tmax is determined. The solid line indicates the ideal intensity function
(R(t)) and the dashed line corresponds to the intensity function that is measured.
1.5.4 Tmax Parameter
The Tmax represents the time from the start of the scan until the maximum intensity
of contrast material arrives at each voxel. Figure 1.2 illustrates the determination of
Tmax. T1 represents the expected Tmax for the ideal situation. However, in reality,
intensity cannot rise to its peak instantaneously so there will be a delay of the maximum
intensity value occurring. As a result, the measured Tmax value, T2 in the figure, is
larger than its theoretic value, T1. Tmax has been recently used in clinical trials as
one of the criteria for judging the abnormality of brain perfusion [15]. Tmax maps
are usually used to estimate the blood flow compromise (which is anything that can
prevent proper blood flow) and the penumbra area.
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1.5.5 MTT Parameter
Mean transit time, which is known as MTT, is derived from the distribution of transit
times and as the name suggests, it refers to the average time it takes the blood to pass
through a given region of tissue. The rCBF, rCBV and rMTT denotes relative CBF,
CBV and MTT. The parameters rCBF, rCBV and rMTT are relative measurements
instead of absolute, as:
CBV =CBF×MT T (1.4)
rCBF =
net blood flow through a voxel
mass of the voxel
(1.5)
rCBV =
volume of blood in a voxel






Equation 1.4 is called the Central Volume Principle, which denotes the relationship
between CBF, CBV and MTT.
1.6 Brain Perfusion Imaging
Perfusion imaging refers to techniques used to non-invasively measure how blood trav-
els though the vasculature, via assessment of cerebral hemodynamic perfusion param-
eters such as CBF, CBV and MTT. These techniques can be used as clinical tools in
diagnosis and treatment of patients with cerebrovascular disease and other brain disor-
ders including the evaluation of tissue at risk after acute stroke, non-invasive histologic
assessment of tumors, evaluation of neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s
disease and the effects of drugs used to treat those conditions [16].
To generate the hemodynamic parameters as final output, the tissue time-concentration
curve and the Arterial Input Function (AIF) need to be determined from the source im-
ages.3 An AIF is a tissue time-concentration curve of an artery or an average tissue
time-concentration curve of several artery tissues. Thus the artery needs to be identi-
fied before the determination of the AIF. In this thesis, AIFs used in the experiment are
obtained using a software called Perfusion Mismatch Analyzer [17].
The deconvolution of the tissue time-concentration curve and the AIF yields the
tissue Impulse Response Function (IRF), which is also known as the tissue response
3The tissue time-concentration curve is determined for each voxel; the AIF can be determined either
voxel based or scan based depending on the AIF selection methods.
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function. After these have been determined for each voxel, three important quantities
can be calculated from the IRF [18].










where CBF is the maximum value of the IRF. CBF, CBV and MTT satisfy the Central
Volume Principle stated in Equation 1.4.
All these parameters are voxel based, which means their values are varying per
voxel. After calculating the three parameters for all of the voxels of a brain, hemody-
namic maps, such as 3D CBF, CBV and MTT maps (consisting of 2D slices), can be
delivered.
There are two types of perfusion imaging commonly used in hospitals: CT perfu-
sion imaging and MRI perfusion imaging.
1.6.1 CT Perfusion Imaging
Computed Tomography (CT) scanning, which is also called computerized axial tomog-
raphy (CAT) scanning, is a medical procedure, involving rotating X-ray equipment and
a digital computer, to obtain cross-sectional images of the body organs and tissues. CT
scanning delivers slices of imaging, which can be used to form the 3D images (vol-
ume). CT scanning can deliver useful information such as whether there is a stroke,
how serious the stroke is and which type of stroke it is.
The method, dynamic perfusion computed tomography (PCT or CT perfusion imag-
ing), by which perfusion to an organ is measured using CT scanning, originated as
early as 1980 by Leon Axel [19]. It is usually used for neuroimaging using dynamic
sequential scanning of brain regions with an injection of a bolus of contrast material in
order to evaluate how blood passes through a brain. After the images are acquired, de-
convolution methods are used to process the raw source images and obtain quantitative
hemodynamic information, such as CBF, CBV and MTT. Typically, a continuous scan
of 40 to 45 seconds is performed, with a scan rate of one image (volume) per second.
Regardless of the injection of contrast materials, the perfusion images are a sequence
of regular non-perfusion images sampled as a time series with constant interval. In
other words, perfusion image contains several volumes while non-perfusion one only
contains one volume. Figure 1.3 is an example of CT perfusion image.


















Figure 1.3: Perfusion Imaging Structure
This figure indicates the structure of a CT perfusion image.
In CT perfusion imaging, a delay is introduced by the relatively prolonged intra-
venous injection, this can be corrected for if the arteries are seen on the scan; it also
helps to measure the background and noise level of the scan. After the delay, there
will be a rise to a peak and then, the signal will drop off. Then, it may be followed by
smaller peaks caused by noise or by recirculation.
Figure 1.4 shows the CT perfusion imaging workflow. The input of the workflow
is CT perfusion source images. By collecting data from a given voxel at successive
time points from the source images, a tissue time-concentration curve can be built for
each voxel. The CT signal intensity, S(t), during passage of bolus of contrast agent is
related to the tissue concentration of the contrast agent, C(t), according to the following
equation:
S(t) = kC(t)+Sbaseline + ε(t) (1.11)
where k is an unknown constant of proportionality on the assumption that k is constant
for all tissues and vessels. It divides out when the CBF is obtained as shown in Equa-
tion 1.3. Sbaseline is the background which is usually measured by the trimmed mean4
of the beginning of the signal, ε is noise.
The main weakness of PCT is the higher radiation with CT perfusion imaging
compared with standard un-enhanced CT methods. Since X-ray radiation increases the
risk of cancer [20, 21], CT scanning is constrained by a tradeoff between image quality
and the amount of radiation exposure to the patient. It also has a limited anatomic
4A trimmed mean or truncated mean is similar to the mean and median. It calculate the mean after
discarding the high and low end of the given set.
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Figure 1.4: CT Perfusion Overview
This figure illustrates the workflow of CT perfusion imaging. There are four steps in the workflow:
obtaining source images from a scanner, generating the tissue time-concentration curve for each voxels
and AIF, calculating tissue response function using deconvolution and calculating hemodynamic maps.
coverage due to number of detector rings in currently installed devices in hospitals.
However, compared with other brain imaging techniques such as PET, SPECT, XeCT,
DSL, ASL and Doppler, perfusion computed tomography (CT) imaging remains one
of the most easily accessible and widely available modalities for acute stroke patients
[22, 23] and it enables the access to multiple perfusion hemodynamic parameters. PCT
also has a good temporal resolution on the order of 1 second and a data acquisition
duration typically of 40 seconds, which is shorter than other techniques due to the
requirement to limit radiation explosure [24].
1.6.2 MRI Perfusion Imaging
The Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) method is another medical imaging tech-
nique to visualize internal body structures in detail. The same as CT images, the initial
images acquired from MRI scans are also multiple 2D slices which can be then be
aligned and reformed into 3D volume.
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Figure 1.5: MRI Perfusion Imaging Signal Conversion
This figure demonstrates the extra step required by MRI perfusion imaging to convert MRI time-signal
curves to tissue time-concentration curves.
MRI perfusion imaging is a type of MRI method. It is similar to CT perfusion
imaging but acquires data using an MRI imaging scanner rather than a CT scanner.
MRI perfusion imaging has a similar analysis workflow to CT perfusion imag-
ing. However, the procedure, which converts the measured function proportional to
the instantaneous tissue time-concentration curve, is different as shown in Figure 1.5.
Equation 1.11 for CT perfusion imaging does not apply in MRI perfusion imaging and
the MRI signal intensity, S(t), during passage of bolus of contrast agent is related to the
tissue concentration of the contrast agent, C(t), which satisfies the following equation:
S(t) = S0 exp(−kC(t)TE)+ ε(t) (1.12)
where S0 is the prebolus signal; k is an unknown constant. Similar to the CT case
(Equation 1.11), we assume that k is constant for all tissues and vessels [25]; TE is the
echo time; ε is noise, which is assumed to be normally distributed. For each voxel,





Note that the noise, ε, is in S(t), so the delivered C(t) also contains the noise.
MRI scan is safe5, because it uses magnetic and radio waves and patient is not
exposed to X-ray or any other radiation. MRI perfusion imaging usually contains
information for a longer scanning period (about 80 seconds), compared to the 30-40
seconds scanning period for CT perfusion imaging. Therefore, MRI perfusion imaging
contains a longer start and tail than CT perfusion imaging. Furthermore, MRI perfu-
sion imaging has a much better signal-to-noise ratio than CT perfusion imaging. MRI
5MRI is safe in general, but it is not safe for people with pacemakers for instance.
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scans often differentiate normal and abnormal tissues clearer than CT scans. However,
MRI imaging is not as easily accessible or widely available as CT imaging.
1.6.3 Delay of Contrast Agent Injection
With cerebral dynamic perfusion imaging using CT or MRI, the duration of the first
passage of the bolus is approximately 5 to 20 seconds. The delay of the contrast agent
injection provides an opportunity to determine the imaging baseline and noise level.
1.7 Perfusion Imaging Analysis Workflow
Ostergaard et al. [26, 27] and Wirestan et al. [28] have shown that accurate hemody-
namic maps can be created using deconvolution of a tissue time-concentration curve
and an AIF. From a CT or MRI scanner we get a series of brain images at different
sampling times. For each voxel, we collect data at specific time intervals to build a
tissue time-concentration curve of contrast agent intensity. This curve will be referred
to as C and is separately determined for each voxel.
As stated before, the tissue impulse response function, IRF(t), which contains the
information about brain hemodynamic quantities is the one we want to estimate for
each voxel. The volume of fluid, C, Ca, and IRF satisfy the following convolution
equation:
C =Ca⊗ IRF + ε =
∫ t
0
Ca(γ)IRF(t− γ)dγ+ ε (1.14)
where Ca is AIF vector, ⊗ denotes convolution and ε is the noise.
In this thesis, we used one popular method for forming the AIF matrix, which is
created from the AIF vector follows [26]:
CAIF = ∆t

Ca(t1) 0 · · · 0
Ca(t2) Ca(t1) · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
Ca(tN) Ca(tN−1) · · · Ca(t1)
 (1.15)
where CAIF is the AIF matrix, (t1, t2, · · · , tN) are the sampling times, (Ca(t1),Ca(t2), · · · ,Ca(tN))
is an arterial input function given as an input and ∆t is the time scale. The convolution
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Ca(t1) 0 · · · 0
Ca(t2) Ca(t1) · · · 0
...
... . . .
...








where C(t1),C(t2), · · · ,C(tN) are the intensity values measured from perfusion scan
at different sampling time points and IRF(t1), IRF(t2), · · · , IRF(tN) is the impulse re-
sponse value for each time point. Again, this equation need to be applied to each
voxel.
The effects of noise can be measured as follows:
||Ca⊗ IRF−C|| (1.17)
where || • || indicates the vector norm. Specifically, the Euclidean norm is used here to
measure the noise.
1.8 Deconvolution in Perfusion Imaging
Convolution is a mathematical operation that takes two functions as input and pro-
duces a new function that is typically viewed as a modified version of one of the input
functions. The convolution process can be considered as an area overlapping of the
two input functions. Another process, called deconvolution, is used to reverse the
effects of convolution. The concept of deconvolution is widely used in signal process-
ing and imaging processing, not only in perfusion imaging. Since one of the input
functions (AIF) and the result of convolution (tissue time-concentration curve) can
be obtained from perfusion imaging, deconvolution is required to calculate the tissue
impulse response function, the other input function of convolution. There are differ-
ent approaches to perform the deconvolution, such as Singular Value Decomposition,
Gaussian process for deconvolution and orthogonal polynomials.
1.8.1 Truncated Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the most popular techniques to solve
deconvolution problems in perfusion imaging, since it allows the application of differ-
ent discretization schemes and always gives real value6. Suppose CAIF from Equation
6The ‘real value’ is in the mathematics context, indicates a non-complex value.
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(1.15) is an m-by-n matrix7, there exists a factorization such that:
CAIF =U ·W ·V T (1.18)
where U is an m×m unitary matrix, W is m×n diagonal matrix and V T is the transpose
of an n×n unitary matrix V. A common convention is to order the diagonal matrix W
in a decreasing order and this diagonal entries of W are known as the singular values
of original matrix CAIF . Elements on the diagonal matrix W are non-negative real
numbers.
Then C−1AIF can be written as:
C−1AIF =V ·W
−1 · (UT ) (1.19)
to solve the deconvolution problem in Equation (1.14), simply apply SVD:
IRF =V ·W−1 · (UT ·C) (1.20)
However, as rows in CAIF in Equation (1.14) are close to linear combinations, the
deconvolution is an ill-posed problem. In other words, it is very sensitive to noise and
thus similar inputs can lead to very different solutions.
Since there may be zero-value elements on the diagonal matrix W , its inverse ma-
trix W−1 does not exist. The W−1 is calculated using following equation:
W−1(i, i) =
{ 1
W (i,i) (W (i, i)> 0)
0 (W (i, i) = 0)
(1.21)
it may cause WW−1 6= I so W−1 is not the inverse matrix of W anymore. However, to
keep it simple, the W−1 in Equation 1.21 is considered as the inverse matrix of W in
the SVD.
Figure 1.6 is an example which illustrates the noise impaction in SVD. When cal-
culating the inverse matrix of the diagonal matrices, comparing the W−1 (noise free
inverse diagonal matrix) and W
′−1 (noisy inverse diagonal matrix), it is obvious that
the noise is emphasised and dominates the inverse diagonal matrix. The huge devia-
tions will finally disturb the measurement of IRF and hemodynamic quantities.
To minimize the noise impact, truncated SVD is introduced. In truncated SVD, a
threshold is defined and elements of the diagonal matrix W with values smaller than




W (i,i) (W (i, i)≥ T hreshold)
0 (W (i, i)< T hreshold)
(1.22)
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(a) Expected
(b) Noisy
Figure 1.6: Noise Impaction in SVD
The equations on the top are the noise free diagonal matrix and its inverse matrix. The equations on the bottom are these
matrices with noise.
(a) No Threshold (b) With Threshold
Figure 1.7: The Important of the Threshold
The figure on the left is a CBF map without using threshold and the figure on the right is a CBF with threshold equals to 0.15 of
the maximal singular value. Both of the CBF maps are generated using the same data and threshold is the only difference. These
two images are CT images. In this figure, values from low to high are mapped into color from black, blue, green, yellow and red.
Figure 1.7 is an example of how threshold improves hemodynamic quantities in the
view of entire image. Without threshold, the CBF map shows nothing (Figure 1.7a) as
all the information is overwhelmed by noise. With the given threshold, a much clearer
7In our case, CAIF is a square matrix so that m equals n.
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CBF map with details is delivered. The selection and validation of threshold will be
described in Section 1.8.2.
1.8.2 Threshold Selection
There are two common ways to select the threshold for truncating the diagonal matrix
in SVD.
The first one is to use a fixed threshold based on experience. This threshold is used
for all of the voxels in a scan. A common choice is to set the fixed threshold to 0.15−
0.2 of the maximum singular value [28]. This threshold is widely used nowadays due
to its low cost in terms of both of the processing time and implementation. In this
thesis, truncated SVD with a fixed threshold of 0.15 of the maximum singular value is
used in all of the following chapters.
The other way is to use the L-curve criterion (LCC), or generalized cross validation
(GCV), to dynamically decide the threshold. Sourbron et al. in 2004 and 2007 [29,
30] stated that both LCC and GCV perform sufficiently well when applied with a
variant of truncated SVD, which is known as standard form Tikhonov regularization
[31]. LCC and GCV can reduce the oscillation in the solution and help in estimating
a more accurate MTT value. They also declared that LCC and GCV are equivalently
accurate, but GCV requires a lower calculation time than LCC. Compared with the
fixed threshold method, dynamically selecting the threshold can improve the accuracy
further, as it is self adjusted by exploiting noise level in different datasets. However,
it is not as easy to be implement and the dynamic fitting process takes extra time
(a few seconds) to execute. Although performance issue may be solved by parallel
processing, they do not work at the low SNR - typical of CT perfusion images. Due to
these reasons, we have not used dynamic threshold methods in the experiments.
1.8.3 Block-Circulant SVD
A block-circulant deconvolution method was proposed by Wu et al. in 2003 [32].
Block-circulant SVD is almost the same as SVD method mentioned in Equation 1.15.
The only difference between these two methods is that, in this block-circulant SVD,
the AIF matrix C in Equations 1.15 and 1.16 are replaced by a block-circulant matrix
which satisfies the following condition:
Cblock circulant(i, j) =
{ Ca(i, j) (i≥ j)
Ca(N + i− j,0) (i < j)
(1.23)
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Ca(t1) Ca(tN) · · · Ca(t2)
Ca(t2) Ca(t1) · · · Ca(t3)
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... . . .
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Block-circulant SVD is not sensitive to circulatory delay, which is often evident
as a confounding factor when MR and CT data are acquired from patients with cere-
brovascular steno-occlusive disease [32]. Therefore, the major advantage of block-
circulant SVD is that it has a smaller tendency to underestimate flow when tissue tracer
arrival is delayed relative to the AIF.
1.8.4 Gaussian Process for Deconvolution
Gaussian Process for Deconvolution (GPD), introduced by Andersen et al. in 2002
[33], is one of the other techniques to solve perfusion imaging deconvolution prob-
lems. The Gaussian process for deconvolution provides a reasonable IRF compared
to SVD based methods. GPD can also estimate the noise level of data and automati-
cally measure the uncertainty of the IRF estimation. GPD can provide a complete IRF
which is much smoother than SVD. The major disadvantage of GPD is that, it con-
tains a stronger regularization step than SVD, and this will affect the maximum IRF
value more severely than SVD. Considering that the maximal IRF value will be used
to determine the CBF value; it could be problematic if the deviation is too large.
1.9 Local AIF
Quantification of CBF using dynamic perfusion CT and dynamic susceptibility con-
trast MRI relies on the deconvolution of the tissue time-concentration curve and the
AIF. Commonly, a single AIF, which is known as the global AIF, estimated from a
major artery is used for each scan. However, the use of a global AIF can lead to a sig-
nificant error since there maybe a delay of bolus between the selected major artery and
the tissue of interest. Ostergaard et al. [26] stated that a delay of two seconds between
assumed and real AIFs leads to an underestimation of flow at high flow values using
the SVD deconvolution technique. In the experiment by Wirestam et al. in 2000 [28],
they found out that the 0-1.5 seconds delay of AIFs leads to result with 2% difference
in rCBF, which is significant.
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Local AIF uses a different definition of AIF. There are multiple AIFs used in a
single scan, each of them is determined by locally collecting data from the neighbors
of interest voxel. It is introduced to minimize the error of the presence of bolus delay
and dispersion between the artery and the tissue of interest [34, 35]. They declared that
the use of local AIFs can avoid miscalculating the hemodynamic parameters due to the
use of inappropriate AIF curves in deconvolution process.
The bolus of contrast material travels with relatively little dispersion while in the
blood stream but disperse due to varying tissue type and condition in other tissue. The
AIF curves, when using both local AIF and global AIF methods, are chosen from the
voxels with the highest contrast ratio, i.e. the largest signal8.
The determination of local AIF is similar to global AIF. They both use several
criteria, such as peak value and arrival time, to calculate a score for each voxel and use
this score to find out the artery in specific volumes. The difference is that global AIF
technical using a single input (the whole brain) for all of entire volumes while local
AIF technical applies different inputs (neighbor volumes near the voxel of interest) for
different voxels.
1.10 Lesion Visibility
In perfusion imaging, the visibility of lesions is affected by two characteristics: inherent-
contrast and size [8]. The inherent-contrast refers the fact to that the attenuation coef-
ficient value of a lesion differs from that of the surrounding tissue. Generally, an easily
visualized and high contrasted lesion has a much different attenuation value compared
to the surrounding tissues. Size, the other characteristic of lesions, affects lesions in
terms of details to be discerned. The smaller the object is, the greater the capabilities
are required for detecting detail.
1.11 The Importance of Time
The phrase ‘time is brain’ was first introduced by Gomez in 1993 [36]. It emphasizes
that human neurological system is rapidly and permanently damaged during stroke.
Therefore treatment should be given to the patient as soon as possible.
8AIF is selected from voxels with the largest signal-to-noise ratios, but not necessarily from the one
with the largest ratio.
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Table 1.1: Brain Circuitry Loss during Stroke
Neurons Lost Synapses Lost Myelinated Fibers Lost Accelerated Ageing
Per Second 3.2×104 2.3×108 0.2 km 8.7 h
Per Minute 1.9×106 1.4×1010 12 km 3.1 wk
Per Hour 1.2×108 8.3×1011 714 km 3.6 y
Per Stroke 1.2×109 8.3×1012 7140 km 36 y
This table shows the results of Saver’s research [37]. It illustrates the damage produced during stroke in terms of the speed of
brain circuitry loss.
Table 1.1 demonstrates quantitative measurement regarding how many brain cells,
synapses and fibers are lost every minute during stroke as evaluated by Saver in 2006
[37]. Saver stated that, when treatment fails to occur, every 30 minutes, 57.6 million
neurons die. In the same 30 minutes, your brain loses 41.4 billion synapses and 360
kilometres of axonal fibers. Furthermore, a brain loses as much neuron during each
hour in which a stroke is untreated as it does in about 3.6 years of normal life.
As a result, a stroke is a medical emergency in which time is critical for a stroke
patient; the sooner the treatment occurs, the less damage that will be caused to the
patient’s brain. So one of the objectives of stroke treatment is to open up the blocked
vessels and restore the blood flow as soon as possible, before the damage has be-
come severe. Treatments for different types of strokes are different. For example,
the treatment appropriate for ischemic stroke exacerbates the damage caused by the
hemorrhage. Diagnosis has to be made before treatment. This means that not only is
the onset time critical, but also that the time required to deliver the results as well for
diagnosis is critical.
1.12 Focus of Thesis
The scope of the study does not extend to a consideration of perfusion imaging ac-
quisition and hemodynamic quantitative analysis. So, steps such as how images are
acquired from the scanner, how they are reconstructed, registered and how to obtain
hemodynamic quantities from the impulse response function, are all performed using
traditional methods which we did not try to modify or optimize.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the process that starts from perfusion source
images and ends when the hemodynamic maps are generated.
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1.13 Synopsis of Thesis
The propose of my PhD research is to develop novel methodologies for improving the
efficiency and quality of brain perfusion-imaging analysis so that clinical decision can
be made more accurately and in shorter time. In other words, my PhD research involves
the use of computer science methodologies to solve medical imaging problems.
This thesis that we will support with experimental evidence is that the use of paral-
lel algorithms, general purpose graphics processing units and noise reduction methods
will significantly improve the quality of hemodynamic maps and deliver this diagnos-
tic information substantially more rapidly than currently employed methods. We have
also investigated an automatic lesion area detection method, which generates diagnosis
result without expert’s involvement. Results derived from our methods are compared
with results from traditional methods. Criteria, such as processing time, whole brain
summary statistics, hemodynamic maps and experts’ opinion, are used to evaluate the
results.
1.14 Outline of Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes our GPGPU based parallelized approach to optimise the per-
formance regarding perfusion-imaging analysis using local AIFs. The performance
of our GPGPU implementation is compared with the original serial implementation
and parallel implementations based on conventional CPUs. Part of this chapter was
published in [38, 39].
Chapter 3 elaborates a temporal-information-based noise reduction method using
Gaussian-process regression and its variant, multiple-observation-Gaussian-process re-
gression, which is a combination of spatial filters and temporal filters. Results derived
from our methods are compared with results of medical-image specific noise reducing
filters. Part of this chapter is based on the work published in [40].
Chapter 4 presents an automatic tissue segmentation method that classifies the
tissue in each voxel. This approach uses correlation coefficient tests to validate tissue
time-concentration curves for each voxel. Thus its segments voxels into potentially
healthy, dead and penumbra voxels.
Chapter 5 summarises the objectives of this thesis, presents its main findings and
discusses future work.
Chapter 2
Performance Speed Up Using GPGPU
[Parts of this chapter have been published as ‘A Parallel Deconvolution Algorithm in
Perfusion Imaging’ in Healthcare Informatics, Imaging and Systems Biology (HISB),
2011 [38] and as ‘Parallel Perfusion Imaging Processing Using GPGPU’ in Computer
Methods and Programs in Biomedicine (CMPB), 2012 [39].]
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a parallel implementation of brain perfusion-imaging analysis
using GPGPU. In such analysis, there are thousands of voxels to be deconvolved what
constitutes a heavy computational task that can be tackled by using parallelism. The
idea is to separate the computational tasks into voxel-based small tasks, distribute them
to different GPU threads and obtain performance improvements from data parallelism.
In order to evaluate the performance improvement, we also implemented a serial ver-
sion and other CPU-based parallel version. This chapter will focus on the performance
issue, thus results delivered by serial and parallel implementations are identical and
the running time will be the only criterion when judging the quality of different imple-
mentations.
2.1.1 Motivation
The artery input function is one of the two input functions of the deconvolution, as
stated in Sections 1.6.1 and 1.6.2. In clinical practice, the most commonly used AIF
selection technique is global AIF, which determines a single AIF from voxels near a
major artery feeding the brain for the entire brain. However, the global AIF technique
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is based on the assumption that the contrast agent reaches every voxel of the brain at
the same time and that the bolus preserve its shape; and even in the case of healthy
brain, there is delay and dispersion which means this assumption is incorrect; a stroke
will further increase this type of error. As a result, using a global AIF for the entire
brain is not very accurate [41, 42].
The other AIF selection technique in use is local AIF [35, 43, 44, 34]. In the local
AIF technique, different AIFs are used for a single scan, compared to the single AIF
for the whole brain in global AIF technique. Each local AIF is generated by measuring
a small set of blood vessels in a specified area near the voxel of interest. Lorenz et
al. [35] have shown that localized AIFs are feasible and provide more useful perfusion
results.
In this chapter, we will not discuss the advantages and disadvantages of global AIF
and local AIF techniques (because different experts have different preferences). The
focus of this chapter is on the performance (in terms of the processing time) of the
perfusion-imaging analysis. Since the AIF matrices (Equation 1.15, Equation 1.23,
etc.) for different voxels in a single scan are identical using global AIF technique, the
operations of decomposing AIF matrices and related operations can be reused. As a
result, only one decomposition is required for the entire scan. However, the use of local
AIFs involves the use of different AIF matrices, no matter what kind of deconvolution
techniques being used, and incurs in a large number of matrix decomposition opera-
tions accordingly. As a result, using local AIFs leads to fairly slow performance. In
the worst case, the perfusion-imaging analysis takes more than half an hour compared
with the running time of global AIFs based methods which is a couple of minutes.
According to Saver’s experiment in 2006 [37] (Section 1.11), during 30 minutes,
57.6 million neurons die. In the same minutes, your brain loses 41.4 billion synapses
and 360 kilometres of axonal fibers. Since a stroke is a medical emergency and every
second counts, the sooner results are delivered in diagnosis, the less damage will be
caused to a patient’s brain. Obviously, half an hour is not a reasonable lapse of time
for clinical diagnosis.
Furthermore, since the image resolution keeps increasing in perfusion imaging, the
demand for performance speedup is growing.
A parallel implementation of perfusion-imaging analysis, which brings perfor-
mance speedup without quality loss, is a potential solution to increase the usability
of the local AIF technique in perfusion imaging. To prevent losing image quality, the
parallel implementation should deliver identical results to the serial implementation.
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In addition to parallelization, performance optimizations such as data reconstruction,
which will be mentioned in Section 2.2.2, are also used in both of our serial and paral-
lel implementations. In this chapter, we will present such a parallel implementation of
perfusion-imaging analysis.
2.1.2 Parallel Computing
Parallel computing is a state-of-the-art technique to handle computational tasks. Tra-
ditionally, programs are written for serial computing on one central processing unit
(CPU), which means programs are constructed and implemented as a serial stream of
instructions, instructions are executed one after another and only one instruction can
be executed at a time. In parallel computing hardware with multiple processing units,
either multiple CPUs or a multiple-core CPU is used. Programs are split into discrete
small sub tasks that can be solved concurrently. Within each sub task, a program is still
formed from a series of instructions, just as in a serial computing program. In other
words, the essence of a parallel task is a set of serial tasks. Between different parallel
sub tasks, different parts can be executed simultaneously on different processors (or
cores). Furthermore, multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) is the most popular
technique used to achieve parallelism. Using MIMD, processors work asynchronously
and independently, which means different processors can execute different instructions
on different data.
Traditionally, parallel computing has been employed mainly in high performance
computing. However, with the spread of multi-core CPUs, parallel computing has
become available for all of the application domains and computational contexts.
2.1.3 Parallel Architectures
According to the communication methods between different parallel threads, paral-
lel methods can be roughly classified into three categories: shared-memory parallel
architecture, distributed-memory parallel architecture and hybrid-memory parallel ar-
chitecture.
2.1.3.1 Shared-Memory Parallel Architecture
Shared-memory parallelization is a type of parallel architecture based on shared-memory
architecture (Figure 2.1a). Shared-memory architecture refers to systems where all of




Figure 2.1: Parallel Computer Memory Architectures
Table 2.1: Parallel Architectures Comparison
Shared Memory Distributed Memory Hybrid Memory
Scalability Poor Good Good
Programmer Friendly Good Poor Medium
Cache Coherency Poor Medium Medium
Communication Overhead Good Poor Good within nodes
& Speed Poor between nodes
the processors can access all of the memory as a global address space. Different proces-
sors operate independently but share the same memory resources. Shared-memory ar-
chitecture is commonly implemented on symmetric-multiprocessor (SMP) machines.
Processors in an SMP machine are identical and each processor has the same priority
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and same access times to memory. If one processor updates a cache location in the
shared memory, the hardware will inform all of the other processors about the update.
The advantages of shared-memory parallel architectures are that the cost of sharing
data is low and it is programmer friendly. The major disadvantage of this architecture
is the lack of scalability between memory and CPUs. Increasing the number of CPUs
is limited by the CPU bandwidth (the bandwidth between the memory and the CPU)
and extra overhead for cache-coherent systems. Hence, it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult and expensive to design and produce shared-memory machines with ever growing
numbers of processors [45].
One of the most popular shared-memory programming languages is OpenMP (Open
Multi-Processing) which was first released in October 1997 by the OpenMP Architec-
ture Review Board [46, 47]. It supports multi-platform, shared-memory multiprocess-
ing programming in C, C++ and Fortran on most processor architectures and operating
systems, including Linux, Unix, AIX, Solaris, Mac OS X, and Microsoft Windows.
General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (Section 2.1.4) also belongs
to this architecture.
2.1.3.2 Distributed-Memory Parallel Architecture
Message-passing parallelization uses the distributed-memory architecture (Figure 2.1b)
in which a set of tasks use their own local memory during computation. The commu-
nication between tasks is achieved by sending and receiving messages. Both sender
and receiver tasks are required to participate during the communication.
The advantages of a distributed-memory parallel architecture are that both memory
and the number of processors are scalable so it can be expanded with ease. Besides,
each processor has its own memory and cache so the memory access is rapid without
any overhead from cache coherency. The main disadvantage of this architecture is that
a programmer is usually responsible for lots of the details regarding data communica-
tion between processors, which leads to extra and complicated programming compared
with the shared-memory architecture. Besides, the data communication is slower so it
requires the programmer to be very careful when partitioning tasks into subtasks.
MPI (Message Passing Interface), which was first released in June 1994 [48, 49],
is a language-independent communications protocol used to program message-passing
parallel computers. It has become very popular for writing distributed-memory algo-
rithm.
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2.1.3.3 Hybrid-Memory Parallel Architecture
The largest and fastest super computers in the world today are using a hybrid-memory
architecture. There are different hybrid-programming methods using the hybrid-memory
architecture (Figure 2.1c). One very popular one is hybrid masteronly [50] in which
outer loops are parallelized using MPI and inner loops are parallelized with OpenMP.
In this method, a computer can be divided into sub-machines. Within each sub-
machine, it uses a shared-memory architecture and works as an SMP node, so that
processors share the memory within this sub-machine. Processors in a sub-machine
know only about their own memory but not the memory on another sub -machine.
It uses message-passing architecture between different sub-machines, so communica-
tions between different sub-machines require message passing.
The advantages of hybrid memory architecture is that it is well suited to the trend
of current hardware environment with multi-core or many-core machines clustered to-
gether. It can provide all of the advantages brought by shared-memory architectures
within its SMP nodes and also benefit from message-passing architecture, so it has
a good scalability. However, its main problems are that all of the other threads are
sleeping while master threads communicate which leads to an expensive communi-
cation cost; it also requires the programmer to make a lot of extra effort to manage
these communications. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the three
memory architectures can be found in Table 2.1.
The hybrid-memory architecture can only be exploited successfully for problems
which can be partitioned into subtasks which effectively fill sub-machines. This is a
rather specialist set of computational problems. The perfusion imaging analysis does
not fall into this category of problems. Therefore, implementation based on hybrid
architecture is not used in this chapter.
2.1.4 General Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units
A graphics processing unit or GPU (which is also called visual processing unit or VPU)
is a specialized circuit designed to rapidly operate memory in order to accelerate the
building of images in a frame buffer intended for output to a display. The term GPU
was introduced in August 31, 1999 by NVIDIA. NVIDIA introduced its GeForce 256
as “the world’s first ‘GPU’, or Graphics Processing Unit, a single-chip processor with
integrated transform, lighting, triangle setup/clipping, and rendering engines that was
capable of processing a minimum of 10 million polygons per second” [51]. The use of
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Figure 2.2: GPUs vs. CPUs
This figure [53] indicates the trend of FLOPS performance in both GPUs and CPUs.
synthesised dynamic images that force a frequent re-computation of graphics produce a
heavier demand for graphics computation power than ever known before. This applies
in video games, as the realism of the scene has to be achieved while keeping pace with
the rate of state changes in the game that need to be perceived by human player in
order that they can participate actively in the game. With the advent of the GPU, these
computing tasks can be offloaded from the CPU onto the GPU. Todays market leaders
for GPUs are AMD (under the ATi label), Intel and NVIDIA. According to a retail
study by Current Analysis [52] in September 2006, more than 90% of new desktops
and laptops had integrated GPUs.1
In the programming guide published by NVIDIA in 2012 [53], a definite trend is
clear that GPUs have evolved into highly parallel, multithreaded, many core proces-
sor with tremendous computational power. In Figure 2.2, it can be observed that the
growth of GPU processing power still follows Moore’s Law. The increase of floating-
point operations per second (FLOPS) of a GPU is approximately doubled every two
years. Gordon E. Moore stated that the CPU clock speed is close to its theoretical
upper bounds, it is no longer possible to achieve such performance improvement by
increasing the speed of a single CPU [54]. Hence, a GPU becomes more and more
1An integrated GPU works the same as a dedicated graphics card but is less powerful.
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suitable for large scale computational tasks.
GPUs originated as dedicated graphics generation co-processors. However, in the
early 2000s, the idea that using GPUs as a more general processor capable of execut-
ing scientific computations was introduced. General-purpose computing on graphics
processing units (GPGPU) [55] are state-of-the-art approaches to many computing ap-
plications. GPGPU can be regarded as using GPUs as multiple-core CPUs, where each
core has a weak computational capability but the number of cores is large (thousands
or more). Unlike using general CPU applications, which only need the involvement
of one or more CPUs, a CPU is also required as well as GPUs when using GPGPU.
Tasks such as input and output of data, data transfer between CPUs and GPUs and
GPU thread scheduling are all under the control of a CPU thread. The CPU thread can
be thought of as the master thread and the GPU threads as the worker threads.
GPGPU provides a highly parallel computing environment due to their huge num-
ber of computing cores and constitute an affordable, high-performance computing plat-
form. More specifically, GPGPU is especially well suited to address data parallel com-
putation problems, whose task is executed on a large number of data elements in paral-
lel; especially for those tasks which can be split into single-instruction, multiple-data
(SIMD) subtasks. For example, GPGPU is good at handling matrix operations since
the same transformation is executed on every element within the matrix and there is
almost no dependence between different elements. It is important for GPGPU appli-
cations to have high arithmetic intensity2 in order to keep the memory access latency
low [56].
Both the CPU and GPU architectures have their advantages. The CPU architecture
has been designed for serial tasks while the GPU architecture is ideal for parallel tasks.
In the aspect of clock speed, the clock speed of the best GPU is only 1.6GHz (NVIDIA
GTX 580 released November 9, 2011), while a CPU can double that clock speed with
ease. In the world of GPUs versus CPUs computing, many studies claim that GPGPUs
deliver speedups between 10 and 1000 over multicore CPUs [57, 58, 59, 60]; however,
Intel recently claimed that the performance gap between GPUs and CPUs narrows to
only 2.5× on average [61]. Regardless of the difference between the two views, GPUs
do provide a performance improvement.
Since GPU shows its advantages in computational capability and its ability to im-
prove performance has been proved, it is worth exploring GPGPU in perfusion imaging
analysis processing.
2Arithmetic intensity is defined as the number of operations performed per bit of memory transferred.
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2.1.5 Programming Languages for GPGPU
At the dawn of GPGPUs, parallel algorithms on GPUs were implemented using special-
purpose OpenGL-based or DirectX-based techniques, which required programmers to
learn graphics programming first.
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a parallel computing architec-
ture developed by NVIDIA in 2006 [62] with an associated software toolkit to solve
the above awkward situation. It is the entry point for developers who prefer high-level
computer programming, compared with Open Computing Language (OpenCL), which
is the entry point for developers who want low-level Application Programming Inter-
faces (APIs). The CUDA programming architecture is very well suited to expose the
parallel capabilities of GPUs.
C for CUDA offers programmers a simple way to write C-like programs for GPG-
PUs. It consists of a set of extensions to the C language for code running on CPUs
and a runtime library for code running on GPUs. It significantly reduces the runtime
overhead of GPGPU applications. As a result, CUDA has become one of the most
popular programming languages for GPGPU programming. In addition, although it
access GPUs via high-level APIs compared with other architecture such as OpenCL, it
also allows programmers to use low-level APIs to avoid the overheads common with
graphics APIs. CUDA code is hardware independent3. Its code does not need too
much expert attention to be moved to different hardware, but it may require experts to
adjust its configuration based on hardware to achieve the best performance. The level
of abstraction and quality of semantic definition of the code and APIs for CUDA is
sufficient to achieve code mobility.
2.1.5.1 CUDA Data and Control Flow
Compared with other CPU-based parallelization techniques, CUDA is very different
in terms of its memory architecture. In CUDA, there are two types of memory: CPU
memory and GPU memory; two types of function: functions that run on a CPU and
functions that run on a GPU. The different types of memory cannot see each other; to
put it differently, a CPU function can only access the CPU memory and a GPU function
can only access the GPU memory. Thus, input data for a GPU function has to be copied
from CPU memory to GPU memory before the GPU function can be executed and the
3CUDA was designed for NVIDEA hardware, but the latest CUDA allows CUDA code to be ported
to non-NVIDEA hardwares.
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CPU Memory CPU
GPU Memory GPU
Step 1 Step 4 Step 2
Step 3
Step 3*
Figure 2.3: CUDA Data and Control Flow
This figure indicates the four steps of a CUDA data and control flow.
results of a GPU function also need to be copied back from GPU memory to CPU
memory after the GPU function has finished via specific explicit CUDA functions.
These data transferring functions are managed by the CPU thread (the ‘master’ thread).
Figure 2.3 is a typical example of GPGPU execution workflow in CUDA:
1. A CPU thread copies data from main memory to GPU memory.
2. A CPU thread instructs GPU threads to start processing.
3. GPU threads execute in parallel on different GPU cores. (Only GPU threads
that are assigned tasks are running, the remaining threads will go directly into
waiting in Step 3∗)
3.∗ The CPU thread and all of the idle GPU threads wait for completion of the
running GPU threads. This step happens at the same time as step 3.
4. The CPU thread copies the results from GPU memory to main memory.
5. The CPU thread acts on the results, and may return to step 1 in order to execute
another GPU function.
2.1.5.2 CUDA GPU Threads
CUDA GPU threads execute independently. These threads must be able to be executed
in any order, in parallel or in series. In a CUDA program, each of the threads is given
a unique thread ID to identify itself through a threadIdx variable. The threadIdx
is a three component vector, so that threads can be identified by using either a one,
two or three dimensional index. Thus data structures such as vector (1D), matrix (2D)
and 3D array can be easily managed under the one, two or three dimensional thread
blocks, respectively. Usually, all of the threads within a block are assigned to the same
processor core. Due to the limited memory resources of the GPU processor core, the
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Table 2.2: Definitions in Pseudo Code
Input 4D MRI or CT image data stored in a NIfTI-format file [63].
Output A set of CBF, CBV and MTT colored maps.
Time the number of time intervals.
Dim1, Dim2, Dim3 the size of each dimension.
Size the size of each 3D brain image which equals Dim1×Dim2×Dim3.
A() a 4D array used to store data directly read from brain images.
A’() a 4D array used to store data after reorganization (and denoising).
IRF a 1D array used to temporarily store the result of deconvolution.
CBF(), CBV(), MTT() 3D arrays used to store the analyzed result.
CPU.A Parameter A is stored on CPU memory.
GPU.A Parameter A is stored on GPU memory.
GPU.A← CPU.A Copy data from CPU memory to GPU memory.
CPU.A← GPU.A Copy data from GPU memory to CPU memory.
GPU A← B Operation A← B is executed on the GPU.
number of threads per block is limited by the memory of processor cores. In CUDA,
there is a hard limit on the number of threads per block. In the latest version (CUDA
4.0), this limit is of 1024 threads, while in CUDA 3.0 it was 512. Furthermore, tasks
are expected to be divided into equally shaped thread blocks4, so that the total number
of threads is equal to the product of the number of threads per block and the number
of blocks.
GPU threads within the same thread block can cooperate with each other simply
by using shared-memory and synchronize their execution to coordinate memory ac-
cesses5. At the level of the entire task, all of the GPU threads can be synchronized by
creating a barrier in the CPU thread (the master thread). Any thread must stop at the
barrier and cannot proceed until all of the other threads reach this barrier.
2.2 Perfusion Imaging Algorithms Analysis
The perfusion imaging analysis comprises five steps: source image loading, data reor-
ganization, denoising (optional), deconvolution and generation of results. This section
determines whether these steps are suitable for parallelization as well as which parallel
method is appropriate by analyzing their features.
4Equally shaped thread block means each block has the same number of threads.
5It is the users’ responsibility to synchronize the shared memory. In our case, there is no need to
synchronize the shared memory as different threads operate on different memory.
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ALGORITHM 1 - SERIAL PERFUSION IMAGING ANALYSIS
1 A(1 : Time,1 : Size)← 4D MRI or CT image data
2 if (DoImageDenoising)
3 then A′(1 : Size,1 : Time)← denoiseAndReorganize A(1 : Time,1 : Size)
4 else A′(1 : Size,1 : Time)← reorganize A(1 : Time,1 : Size)
5
6 for i← 1 to dim1×dim2×dim3
7 do {
8 Generate localAIF(i,1 : Time)
9 IRF(1 : Time)← Deconvolution result (A’(i,1:Time), localAIF(i, 1:Time))
10 CBF(i)←Max(IRF(1 : Time))
11 CBV (i)← Sum(IRF(1 : Time))
12 MT T (i)←CBV (i)/CBF(i)
13 }
14 CBF colored map← CBF(1:Size)
15 CBV colored map← CBV(1:Size)
16 MTT colored map←MTT(1:Size)
2.2.1 Definitions in Pseudo Code
Table 2.2 contains the definitions of the variables and operations in the pseudo code.
2.2.2 Serial Perfusion Imaging Analysis
The algorithm for perfusion-imaging analysis without parallelization can then be writ-
ten as Algorithm 1.
Source image loading The first step (Line 1) is to load the MRI or CT imaging
data stored in neuroimaging informatics technology initiative (NIfTI) format file [63].
The computational complexity of step one is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time).
Data reorganization For each voxel, to generate tissue time-concentration curves
in the deconvoluting step (Line 4) requires data from all of the time intervals. However,
images are originally stored in a different way with the voxels grouped by time interval
(Figure 2.4a). This kind of data structure will dramatically increase cache swap over-
head. So the second step is to reorganize data from the form of [time][Dim3][Dim2][Dim1]
into the form of [Dim3][Dim2][Dim1][time] (Figure 2.4b) to maximise data localization.
The computational complexity of this step is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time).
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(a) Original (b) Reorganized
Figure 2.4: Data Structure
The figure on the left shows the way data structured in the source file. The figure on the right represents the expected data
structure which achieves the maximal localization.
Denoising (optional) As blood always flows from one cell to its neighbours, the
intensity values should be continuous. This allow us to use an image-level denoising
method (Line 3) such as applying 2D and 3D weighted mean filters. The computational
complexity of this step is also O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time). In the implementa-
tion, the reorganization and denoising steps are combined together as a Denoising &
Reorganization step. Since denoising is not the main concern of this chapter, this chap-
ter only uses simply denoising filters. More noise reduction issues will be presented in
Chapter 3.
Deconvolution Lines 6 to 13 perform and use the deconvolution. This opera-
tion is executed voxel by voxel. Local AIFs, one of the input for deconvolution, are
determined using the method mentioned in Section 1.9 (line 8). The most expensive
part in the deconvolution is to decompose local AIF matrices using truncated singular-
value decomposition. Since the AIF matrices formed using Equation 1.15 have a size
of time2, the computational complexity of decompositions is O(time3) according to
our implementation and this is confirmed by J. Tesic et al. [64]. The computational
complexity of deconvolution can be roughly considered as the same as the one for
decomposition: O(Time3).
Furthermore, as voxel-based deconvolution needs to be repeated Dim1×Dim2×
Dim3 times, the overall computational complexity is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time3).
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This is the most expensive part of the whole workflow, more details can be found in
Section 2.3.2.
Generation of results The last step (Lines 14 to 16) is to produce parametric
maps using the results generated from deconvolution. The computational complexity
of this step is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3).
Overall The steps source imaging loading, data reorganization, denoising and
Generation of Results can be assumed to be small compared to the deconvolution step
provided that time > 2. This assumption is always true in perfusion imaging where
time is on the order of 101− 102. Hence, the overall computational complexity for
perfusion-imaging analysis is O(2×Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time+Dim1×Dim2×
Dim3×Time3) which can be considered as O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time3) which is
the same as the computational complexity of deconvolution step. The serial algorithm
is designed and implemented based on our understanding of current exist deconvo-
lution and decomposition algorithms. It is possible that there exist better deconvo-
lution algorithm, but our algorithms provides similar performance to the experiments
reported by Lorenz et al.[35]. The running time for the serial algorithm will be reported
in section 2.3.3.
2.2.3 Parallelization Feasibility Analysis
In this part, the feasibility of parallel perfusion-imaging analysis will be presented.
2.2.3.1 Un-parallelized Parts
The source image loading and generation of results steps consist mainly in reading and
writing files. Hence, it is important to evaluate the size of input and output files in
order to predict their running time.
For a large input dataset which has 128× 128 voxels per slice, 22 slices per time
interval and 80 time intervals, in total, there will be about 2.9×107 input elements and
3.6×105 output elements6. Each input element is a short type variable7 which requires
2 bytes memory. There is a header file for each time interval which describes image
dimensions, voxel dimensions, voxel data type, image orientation, etc. The header
6Assuming that the output files still have a resolution of 128×128 (no spatial filter is used), so that
there is one output element per voxel
7Sometimes the input element is a double type variable which takes 8 bytes each.
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Figure 2.5: CPU bandwidth
This figure (From CUDA Programming guide [53]) indicates the trend of CPU bandwidth.
sizes of both input and output images are relatively small, compared with the size of the
whole image. Hence, the size of input and output images can be consider as roughly 55
megabytes for input images and 1 megabyte8 for each output hemodynamic quantity.
The observed sizes of input and output files in our experiments are in agreement with
the aforementioned expected values.
Figure 2.5 shows the trend of CPU bandwidth in recent years; it shows that a CPU
can achieve a bandwidth ≥ 20 GB per second with ease. As the size of both input and
output files are comparatively small compared to the bandwidth of a CPU, theoreti-
cally, it should only takes a few milliseconds in these two steps, which is already fast
compared with other steps in the hemodynamic computation. At present, the two steps
consist of I/O operations whose parallelized version is not supported by CUDA.9 The
running times of these memory operations can be found in Section 2.3.2.
2.2.3.2 Parallelized Parts
There are several options when separating perfusion-imaging analysis into parallel
tasks. For example, if a task is to decompose one hundred unrelated matrices, it can be
8The hemodynamic maps are delivered in bitmap images. Each element takes 3 bytes.
9In fact, the data loading and writing rates are often limited by the performance of the storage system.
Disk I/O bandwidth can also limit the performance but considering that the sizes of input and output
files are relatively small, reading and writing operations are still cheap.
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Table 2.3: Parallelism Method for each Step
Step Parallelism Method
Source image loading No parallelism
GPU memory copy in No parallelism
Data reconstruction Lower-level parallelism
Denoising Lower-level parallelism
Deconvolution Upper-level parallelism
GPU memory copy out No parallelism
Generation of results No parallelism
The first column of this table indicates the name of each step. The column on the right describes the
parallelism method used for each step.
parallelized in three different ways. The first option is to apply parallelism inside each
decomposition, each sub-decomposition is in charge of operations corresponding to a
part of a matrix and different matrices are decomposed one after the other. This will be
referred to as ‘lower-level parallelism’. The second option is to separate the task into
one hundred subtasks, where each subtask contains the decomposition for one matrix,
and all of the one hundred different decompositions are performed concurrently in one
hundred different threads. This will be called ‘upper-level parallelism’. The third op-
tion is a combination of the first two methods. This splits each decomposition into ten
parts and then uses 1,000 threads to execute all of the decompositions in parallel. This
will be called ‘hybrid parallelism’.
Table 2.3 shows which parallelism method is applied to each step in perfusion-
imaging analysis for the reasons stated below.
Lower-Level Parallelism
Data reorganization After the images are loaded into memory, they are stored in
a four dimensional array which contains millions of elements. Data reorganization can
be considered as the transformation of an extremely large four dimensional matrix. As
CUDA delivers good performance for matrix operations, it is expected that its lower-
level parallelism will be the optimum choice.
Denoising As this chapter focuses on performance rather than accuracy, only
simple spatial-filter-based denoising (weighted mean filter) is taken into consideration.
As for data reorganization, the denoising can be considered as a transformation of a
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Table 2.4: Computation time for SVD (in seconds)
Matrix Size MATLAB MKL GPGPU
64 x 64 0.01 0.003 0.054
128 x 128 0.03 0.014 0.077
256 x 256 0.21 0.082 0.265
1K x 1K 72.0 11.255 3.725
2K x 2K 758.6 114.625 19.6
4K x 4K 6780.0 898.230 133.7
The column on the left indicates the size of each matrix; the second column is the time to decompose
the matrix using MATLAB and third column is the result for Intel math kernel library LAPACK [65].
The fourth column shows the results of Lahabar’s work that using a GPGPU to perform the
decomposition.
large four dimensional matrix. Therefore, it can also exploit lower-level parallelism.
Furthermore, the data reorganization and the denoising parts can be combined into
a single complex matrix transformation. This transformation then uses lower-level
parallelism. So this step is actually a combination of data reorganization and denoising,
which is referred to as Denoising & Reorganization step or Denoising step in this
chapter.
Deconvolution At the lower level of the perfusion-imaging analysis, it is possible
to use a GPGPU inside each deconvolution. Looking into the deconvolution for one
voxel, the dominant part of the deconvolution is a matrix decomposition, which is
followed by some matrix multiplications. As the decomposition dominates the running
time, to simplify, a deconvolution can be considered as a decomposition.
GPGPUs can be used in matrix decomposition problems [66, 57]. Lahabar et al.
[57] compared the performance in terms of speed of SVD in MATLAB, SVD in the
Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 10.0.4 LAPACK [65] and their implementation on
a GPU using CUDA. Their test environment was an Intel Dual Core 2.66GHz PC
and a NVIDIA GTX 280 graphics processor. Their study focuses on evaluating the
performance of parallel and serial versions of the SVD algorithms rather than some
specific application of SVD. In their method, they divided the decomposition into small
tasks so that each GPU thread only handled the calculations corresponding to one
element of the matrix a time. We have not repeated the experiments, but the evolution
of the hardware will actually reinforce the conclusion.
As the largest data set in our case is a 80×80 matrix, using a GPGPU to split the
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matrix decomposition is not suitable according to the results in Table 2.4 in [57]. From
this table, an SVD using a GPU will improve the performance only if the matrices are
larger than 1K×1K, but will impair the performance for smaller matrices. In our case,
the matrices we want to decompose range from 44× 44 to 80× 80 which are far too
small to obtain an improvement. As a result, using a GPGPU for individual matrix
decompositions will not show a performance improvement in our case. Therefore, the
deconvolution part is not parallelized using lower-level parallelism.
Upper-Level Parallelism
Data denoising & reorganization As for data reorganization and denoising steps,
the tasks are basically matrix transformations for one single matrix — lower-level par-
allelism already handles that kind of task well. If we apply upper-level parallelism
to these two steps, we would have to split the matrix transformation task into several
sub-matrix transformation tasks. However, that would be the same as for lower-level
parallelism but with an extra split and merge overhead. The larger the matrix is, the
more improvement will be gained from lower-level parallelism. Therefore, the upper-
level parallelism is not suitable for data reorganization and denoising steps.
Deconvolution From the medical point of view, as blood flows from one voxel
to its neighbours, these voxels become related to each other. But fortunately, voxels
can be considered independent in the deconvolution process (matrix decomposition),
hence the perfusion-imaging analysis of each voxel is ideally parallel. This means that
there is no effort required to separate the problem into a number of parallel tasks and
no dependency or communication between those parallel tasks. Hence, it is possible
to optimise deconvolution using upper-level parallelism.
2.2.3.3 Overall
The entire analysis contains five steps: source-image loading, data reorganization, de-
noising (optional), deconvolution and generation of results. The source-image loading
and generation of results steps are not worth parallelising, while the remaining three
steps are well suited to parallelism. Figure 2.6 illustrates how the parallelization of
deconvolution step is achieved. The deconvolution step is split into sub tasks, each of
which corresponds to one voxel and is assigned to one GPU thread.


















































Figure 2.6: The GPGPU Parallelization Workflow
2.2.4 Parallel Perfusion Imaging Analysis
As stated in Section 2.2.3.2, the Data reorganization and Denoising steps are essen-
tially matrix transformations and can be handled efficiently by GPGPUs. In the de-
convolution step, the deconvolution of different voxels are ideal parallel tasks, so little
effort is required to separate the problem into parallel tasks and there is no dependency
or communication between those parallel tasks. Hence, parallel implementation can
be easily achieved. The parallel algorithm for the whole workflow can then be written
as Algorithm 2.
Source image loading The same as for the serial implementation, the first step
in the parallel implementation is to load images into CPU memory (Line 1). The im-
plementation of this step is exactly the same as before, so its computational complexity
remains O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time).
GPU memory copy in Line 2 is an extra step, as mentioned in section 2.1.5.1,
data which will be used in the following step will be copied from CPU memory to
GPU memory. The computational complexity of this step is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×
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ALGORITHM 2 - PARALLEL PERFUSION IMAGING ANALYSIS
1 CPU.A(1 : Time,1 : Size)← 4D MRI or CT image data
2 GPU.A(1 : Time,1 : Size)←CPU.A(1 : Time,1 : Size)
3 GPU: Parallel do, shared(A, A’)
4 if DoImageDenoising
5 then GPU.A′(1 : Size,1 : Time)← denoiseAndReorganize GPU.A(1 : Time,1 : Size)
6 else GPU.A′(1 : Size,1 : Time)← reorganize GPU.A(1 : Time,1 : Size)
7
8 GPU: Parallel do, private(i, IRF),shared(GPU.A′, localAIF,CBF,CBV,MT T )
9 for n← 1 to Dim3
10 do {
11 for i← 1 to Dim1×Dim2
12 do {
13 Generate localAIF(i,1 : Time)
14 IRF ← Deconvolution result (GPU.A’(i+n × Dim1 × Dim2,1:Time) & localAIF(i, 1:Time))
15 GPU.CBF(i+n×Dim1×Dim2)←Max(IRF)
16 GPU.CBV (i+n×Dim1×Dim2)← Sum(IRF)
17 GPU.MT T (i+n×Dim1×Dim2)← GPU.CBV/GPU.CBF
18 }
19 }
20 CPU.CBF(1 : Size)← GPU.CBF(1 : Size)
21 CPU.CBV (1 : Size)← GPU.CBV (1 : Size)
22 CPU.MT T (1 : Size)← GPU.MT T (1 : Size)
23 CBF colored map←CPU.CBF(1 : Size)
24 CBV colored map←CPU.CBV (1 : Size)
25 MTT colored map←CPU.MT T (1 : Size)
Time).
Denoising and reorganization Both of the Denoising & Reorganization (Line
5) and Data reorganization (Line 6) steps can be considered as matrix transformations,
which CUDA is good at handling, with a 4D input array. Each GPU thread is respon-
sible for one element in the input array. To put it differently, each GPU thread is in
charge of one and only one element which represents the intensity value of one voxel
at one time interval. The thread reads the intensity value and then stores it into the right
place in the target array. The task for each thread is light and the number of threads
is the product of the number of voxels and the number of time points in the sampling
series. The computational complexity of this step is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time),
the same as in the serial algorithm10.
10The parallel algorithm does not reduce the computational complexity compared with the serial al-
gorithm. But hardwares for parallel implementations have a better computational power than hardwares
for serial implementation (Figure 2.2).
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Table 2.5: Summary of Computational Complexity
Step Computational Complexity Parallelism Factor
Source image loading O(Size×Time) 1
GPU memory copy in O(Size×Time) 1
Denoising and reorganization O(Size×Time) Size
Deconvolution O(Size×Time3) Dim1×Dim2
GPU memory copy out O(Size) 1
Generation of results O(Size×Time) 1
This table shows the computational complexity and the possibility of parallelism of all steps.
Deconvolution Lines 9 to 19 correspond to the most computationally expensive
part of the whole workflow. The main part of each deconvolution, the decomposition
of a 80× 80 (or smaller) local AIF matrix, is not large enough to be parallelised us-
ing lower-level parallelism (Section 2.2.3.2). Consequently, we simply assign each
decomposition to a different GPU thread. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, each GPU
thread performs the deconvolution of one voxel. Therefore, hundreds of voxel de-
convolutions can be performed concurrently. The overall computational complexity is
O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time3).
In the parallel algorithm of the deconvolution step, the required input data is the
output result of Denoising & Reorganization step which was previously computed by
a set of GPU threads. So the data is already in GPU memory and there is no need to
copy the result of Denoising & Reorganization back to CPU memory or to copy input
data for Deconvolution step.
GPU memory copy out Lines 20 to 22 represent an extra step not present in the
serial version. In this step, results of deconvolution will be copied back from GPU
memory to CPU memory. The computational complexity of this step is O(Dim1×
Dim2×Dim3).
Generation of results The last step (lines 23 to 25), the creation of hemody-
namic parametric maps, is also the same as in the serial version. The computational
complexity is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×Time).
Overall The parametric maps produced by the serial and parallel implementa-
tions are identical. In other words, the quality of the results is not compromised. The
computational complexity of the parallel implementation is O(Dim1×Dim2×Dim3×
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time3), which is the same as the computational complexity of serial implementation.
Table 2.5 illustrates the computational complexity for every step in our parallel
algorithm. It also indicates the maximum possibility of parallelism11 for each step.
Section 2.2.6 will explain why Deconvolution step has a limited parallelism factor of
Dim1×Dim2.
2.2.5 Other Parallel Implementations used for Comparison
Two other parallel approaches using OpenMP (shared-memory parallel architecture)
and MPI (message-passing parallel architecture) were also implemented in the exper-
iment. These two implementations used the same algorithmic pattern as was used for
the GPGPU implementation. They both benefit from the code optimizations as the
GPGPU implementation does. Furthermore, neither the OpenMP nor the MPI imple-
mentation require the memory-copy operations between CPU and GPU memory.
The same as GPU implementation, these CPU parallel implementations are opti-
mized using data reconstruction. Unlike the GPGPU implementation, which assigns
one voxel to one GPU thread, the OpenMP and MPI implementations divide all of the
voxels into groups and assign one group to one CPU thread in order to reduce the CPU
scheduling cost.
In order to reduce the scheduling cost, the deconvolution for different voxels are
grouped together. The number of voxels is the product of the number of voxels in a
group and the number of groups. Furthermore, the number of groups equals to the
number of CPU threads (the number of CPU threads is determined in Section 2.3.1.1).
2.2.6 Space Complexity for Deconvolution
In principle, the amount of data transferred between the CPU memory and GPU mem-
ory should be kept as low as possible. Intermediate data structures should be created
in GPU memory and freed after use without being copied to CPU memory.
Using SVD, three time2 local arrays and one time array are required for each voxel
to store the input and output matrices. Furthermore, four time2 arrays are required
when calculating the inverse matrix in SVD. The memory of the input matrix can be
re-used in inverse matrix calculations and the output matrices re-use the memory that
11The parallelism factor is defined to evaluate the maximum possibility of parallelism. A factor of
1 means this step is not parallelized in our implementation. A factor of Size means this step can be
parallelised in Size threads maximum.
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was allocated for calculating the inverse matrix. So the space complexity is (time2) for
each voxel and (time2×number of voxels) for each scan. Due to the large number of
voxels, the whole process requires a large amount of memory.
Taking a typical MRI image size (dim1× dim2× dim3× number of time intervals)
to be 128× 128× 22× 80, with each intensity value stored in a double variable12 as
an example, about 200 KB13 GPU memory is required for each voxel. Unfortunately,
that exceeds CUDA’s local memory limit which is 16 KB per GPU function14. As
a result, these arrays have to be declared in global memory which leads to another
problem that more than 68 GB15 of GPU memory is required if local arrays for the
whole image are to be declared simultaneously. This exceeds the overall memory (4.0
GB) available on current GPUs. Considering that local arrays are temporarily used in
the deconvolution within each voxel, its space can be reused by another voxel after the
first voxel’s deconvolution is finished. Therefore, the solution to the memory problem
is to declare a certain size of memory in global memory exclusively for local arrays
to use, and assign the memory to one voxel’s deconvolution and recycle it when that
deconvolution is complete.
Choosing the memory size is a compromise between memory management cost
and memory usage. On the one hand, declaring more memory can enable more de-
convolutions to execute at the same time but it requires a large amount of memory.
That reduces the effort to manage local memory but dramatically reduces the overall
memory available for the rest of processes. On the other hand, if the memory size for
local arrays is too small, some of the GPU cores will be idle as they are not able to
allocate memory to execute.
In our experiment, the temporary memory allocations and re-allocations are per-
formed explicitly. The size of local arrays’ memory has been set to 128× 128× 4×
802×sizeo f (double) which means 3GB memory is declared to cover arrays for a slice
(128× 128 voxels). A barrier is used after the deconvolution for each slice in order
to avoid conflicting use of the temporary memory. Memory management costs can be
kept at a low level as memory only needs to be re-used fewer than thirty times dur-
ing the analysis. It is also large enough to cover the local memory requirement for
16,384 GPU threads, so that no GPU cores will be idle due to lack of local memory.
12Values in input files are stored as short type of variables (integer type), but we used double type of
variables (real type) during the computation in order to reduce rounding error.
13More precisely for MRI 4×802×8 bytes = 204,800 bytes (as four time2 arrays are needed).
14Functions executed on GPU thread can only ask up to 16 KB local memory as its temporary memory
15128×128×22×200 KB = 68.75 GB
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/***** Example code segment for parallel reorganization *****/




3 int idx = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
4 int i = idx % time;
5 int j = idx / time;
6 d_output[j*time+i] = d_input[i*time+j];
7 }
Figure 2.7: Matrix Transformation Kernel Function Fragment
Furthermore, it leaves enough memory (1GB) for the rest of the analysis.
2.2.7 Memory Bandwidth Analysis
The size of the input data is 55 MB (megabytes)16; for output, taking bitmap file format
as an example, each voxel requires three unsigned-char type variables to store the RGB
color information. It only costs about 1 MB17 for each type of hemodynamic map.
As the peak memory bandwidth for GPUs exceeds 180 GB/s (since 2010), which is
very fast compared to the memory bandwidth for CPUs (less than 40 GB/s), programs
based on GPUs are less sensitive to data transfer rates than CPU programs. The GPU
used in our experiments has a memory bandwidth of 102.4 GB/s. The cost of read/write




Matrix transformation can apply lower-level parallelism as described in Section 2.2.3.2.
Take the Data reorganization step as an example; each GPU thread corresponds to one
matrix element in the 4D image. To put it differently, each GPU thread is in charge
of one and only one element, which represents the intensity value of one voxel at one
time interval. The thread reads an intensity value and then stores it to a new place in
the target array. The task for each CUDA GPU thread itself (not the task it carries) is
16128×128×22×80×2 bytes (short data type) = 55 MB.
173×128×128×22×1 byte (unsigned-char data type) = 1.03 MB.
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/***** Example code fragment for parallel deconvolution *****/
1 __global__ void deconvolution( INPUT *input, OUTPUT *output)
2 {
3 int idx = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
4 int *localmemory = find_and_pass_some_free_global_memory(idx);
5 matrix_decomposition(intput, output, idx);
6 other_matrix_operations(input, output, idx);
7 }
Figure 2.8: Deconvolution Kernel Program Fragment
lightweight, which means each thread has very little creation overhead. The number
of GPU threads is the product of the number of voxels and the number of time points
in the sampling series.
The kernel function18 carried by a GPU thread for the transformation is simple, as
shown in Figure 2.7. Line 3 gives each GPU thread a unique ID based on the CUDA
indexing methodology mentioned in Section 2.1.5.2. As the input data is stored in a
1D array, threads are also identified using a 1D index. For each voxel (thread), the
spatial position is calculated via Line 4 and the temporal position need to be calculated
using Line 5.
In the matrix transformation, different GPU threads operate on different mem-
ory and there is no inter-thread dependencies or conflicts. There are no inter-thread
communication requirement during the transformation either. Hence, the paralleliza-
tion can be performed straightforward by matrix transformations in other parts of the
perfusion-imaging analysis are similar to this example.
2.2.8.2 Deconvolution
The Deconvolution step should be parallelized using upper-level parallelism for the
reasons stated in Section 2.2.3.2. Figure 2.8 shows a GPU kernel code fragment for
the deconvolution step. The deconvolution task for each voxel is processed by one
GPU thread. Unlike matrix transformations, each thread has a heavy computational
task and the number of threads is set equal to the number of voxels. Within each
deconvolution, there is a matrix decomposition and several other matrix operations19.
18In CUDA programming, a CPU function is called a global function and a kernel function is the
function executed in a GPU thread.
19It is possible to group tasks for several voxels into one single task and assign this task to one thread.
However, since thread related overheads are relatively low compared with task overhead for each voxel,
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The first step is also to get the identity for each thread (Line 3). For the reasons
stated in Section 2.2.6, the second step in a deconvolution is to request a chunk of
memory from the pre-allocated global memory and then use it as local memory, which
only gets used inside the current thread (Line 4). After that, matrix decomposition and
other matrix operations can be processed in the same way as they are in the regular
deconvolutions (Lines 5 to 6). The local memory is released back to the global pool
right after the deconvolution for the current slice is finished.
During the deconvolution, different threads operate on different voxels and there
is no data dependency between different threads. As a result, no synchronization is
required in the body of the deconvolution step20. However, different GPU threads
share the same memory pool, which results in a small extra data dependency between
different threads. Fortunately, since the dependency only happens at the start of each
deconvolution, our local memory management (stated in Section 2.2.6) ensures that all
the threads can execute without waiting for local memory. Another reason that keeps
the overhead low is that the memory of all local arrays we assigned is relatively large
compared to the memory of the local array needed by one voxel.
2.2.9 Results Check
Since the serial and parallel implementations perform the same task, results (hemo-
dynamic maps) derived from them should be identical. In order to double check the
correctness of results, a test is performed. It compares the bitmaps delivered by dif-
ferent implementations and its results confirm that the hemodynamic maps are almost
identical with minor differences.
The differences are caused by rounding error. In CUDA (parallel implementation),
the rounding mode used is round to nearest, ties to even, while GCC (serial implemen-
tation) uses a rounding mode of round towards zero. The different rounding modes
may cause slight different values21 in the hemodynamic maps derived from serial and
parallel implementations. However, these differences are not visually apparent in the
hemodynamic maps, so we still consider the results to be identical.
it is not necessary to group them.
20Except for that performed implicitly behind the scenes for the memory allocation and de-allocation
calls.
21The difference rarely happens. The odds of it occurring is less than 0.01% during your experiments.
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Table 2.6: Devices used in the Experiments
CPU GPU
Two Intel®Xeon®E5620 CPUs One Tesla C1060 GPU
Dual cores each (4 cores in total) 240 cores
3 GHz each core 1.44 GHz each core
8 GB global memory each processor 4 GB global memory each processor
4 MB cache each processor 16 KB shared memory each processor
2.4 GFLOPS each processor 933.12 GFLOPS each processor
This table shows the CPUs and GPU used in our experiments. The multi-core CPU program runs on a four-core node, which
consists of two dual core CPUs, while the GPGPU program runs on a single GPU.
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The CPUs used in our experiments are two Intel(R)Xeon(R) CPUs, each of which
contain two cores. The frequency of each CPU core is 3 GHz. The overall CPUs
memory is 8 GB and their cache size is 4 MB each. The serial code is compiled
using GCC 4.1.2, while OpenMPI 1.4.2 has been used for MPI programming [48]
and Intel compiler (version 11.0) has been used for OpenMP programming [46]. The
serial, OpenMP and MPI implementations were all executed on the CPUs. The serial
version of the perfusion-imaging analysis only exploits one core in the CPUs. Both
the OpenMP and MPI implementations use all of the four cores in the two dual-core
CPUs. Furthermore, since there are only four cores in total, the number of threads are
set to four in both of the OpenMP and MPI implementations.
2.3.1.2 GPU Environment
The GPU used in the experiments is a Tesla C1060 GPU which provides 240 GPU
cores in total. The frequency of each GPU core is 1.44 GHz. The GPU’s single pre-
cision floating point performance (peak) is 933.12 GFLOPS and it has 4 GB of global
memory and 16 KB of shared memory. CUDA 4.0.2.1221 by NVIDIA, released in
May 2011, has been used as the programming platform.
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Since a GPGPU program requires a CPU thread to act as the ‘master’ thread, the
GPGPU implementation runs on the Tesla GPU that cooperates with the same CPU as
the serial implementation. The master CPU thread only deals with lightweight tasks
and contributes a tiny fraction to the overall computational task (Deconvolution Step).
2.3.1.3 CPU and GPU Environments Comparison
As mentioned in section 2.1.4, it is not sensible to evaluate the performance using
CPUs and GPUs with the same single-precision, floating-point performance. Based
on our research in June 20th, 2012, the Intel®Xeon®E5620 CPU cost approximately
£500 each [67], which is £1,000 for the two CPUs; the Tesla C1060 GPU has a cost
of £950. Both these CPU and GPU are commodity hardware, which are widely used.
The two hardware devices can be considered as almost equivalent in price and the
performance improvement using multi-core CPU and GPU based on these hardware
devices are compared directly.
The features of the hardware equipment used for the experiments are displayed in
Table 2.6.
2.3.1.4 Test Datasets
One of the test datasets we used is composed of simulated images, each containing
128×128×22 voxels, and the number of time intervals is 80, which is one of the sizes
of MRI images. Another test data set in the experiment consisted of 128× 128× 11
voxels with 44 time intervals, which is one of the sizes of CT images. Input data is
stored using the short data type, which requires 2 bytes for each element. The results
shown below are the arithmetic mean of ten repeated tests. The bottleneck of the
whole process is the matrix decomposition, whose computational complexity is only
affected by the size of the matrix. Based on our experiments, the running times for our
simulated data and patient data are the same. The only factor that matters is the size of
the images. The use of simulated data does not affect the performance.
2.3.2 Performance for Each Step
Table 2.7 shows our measurements of the performance for each step in the whole work-
flow for the size of an MRI dataset (128×128×22×80).
The steps Source image loading and Draw parametric maps are not suitable for par-
allelization and only have serial implementations. These two steps are not parallelized
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Table 2.7: Performance for Each Step
Step Serial Running Time (s) GPGPU Running Time (s) Speedup Factor
Source image loading 0.10 0.10 −
Data copying (CPU to GPU) Not Applicable 0.17 −
Data reorganization 1.1 0.01 110
Denoising & reorganization 4.3 0.01 430
Deconvolution 2.11 ×103 5.64 ×102 3.74
Data copying (GPU to CPU) Not Applicable 0.01 −
Draw parametric maps 0.20 0.20e −
Total 2.11 ×103 5.64 ×102 3.75
This table indicates the processing time for both the serial and parallel algorithms for each individual
step. The running time displayed in this table is the average running time of ten repeated tests, where
each test deliveries almost the same results with a standard deviation less than 1%. Because of Source
image loading and Draw parametric maps steps are not suitable to be parallelized and Data copying
steps only happen in the parallel algorithm, speedup factors are not calculated for these steps.
in any of our parallel implementations and are processed serially in the ‘master’ thread.
Their running time is the same as the running time in the serial implementation.
In parallel deconvolution, the first step of the parallel workflow is to copy data
from CPU memory to GPU memory. The input data is about 220 MB, which is mainly
an array with 128× 128× 22× 80 short elements. The copying takes 0.17 seconds.
The size of the results to be moved back from GPU memory to CPU memory is much
smaller and only takes 0.01 seconds to perform the copy back operation.
In serial deconvolution, the Denoising & Reorganization step, prior to deconvo-
lution, takes 4.3 seconds compared to the 1.1 seconds for reorganization only. After
applying parallelization to these steps, the running time dramatically decreased to 0.01
seconds. The speedup factors are 430 and 110, respectively.
The running time of the Deconvolution step, the most expensive step of perfusion-
imaging analysis, was reduced from 2108 seconds to 564 seconds after applying par-
allelization. The speedup factor is 3.74. However, it still dominates the running time.
This result is consistent of the computational complexity analysis mentioned in
sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.4.
Since the OpenMP and MPI implementations share the same Source image loading,
Data reorganization, Denoising & reorganization and Draw parametric maps steps
with the serial implementation and do not have the memory copy steps, their perfor-
mance is only evaluated in the overall performance section (Section 2.3.3).
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Table 2.8: Overall Performance
Data Size
(Dim1 × Dim2 ×
Dim3× time)
Serial Running Time (s) GPGPU Running Time (s) OpenMP Running Time (s) MPI Running Time (s)
128×128×22×80 2114 564 956 619
(MRI Image Size) Speedup Factor = 3.75 Speedup Factor = 2.21 Speedup Factor = 3.42
128×128×11×44 360 65 159 94
(CT Image Size) Speedup Factor = 5.56 Speedup Factor = 2.26 Speedup Factor = 3.84
This table indicates the overall running time and speedup factor for all of the serial and parallel
implementations.
2.3.3 Overall Performance
Table 2.8 shows the overall speedup improvement gained from GPGPU. As shown in
Table 2.7, the Deconvolution step is the slowest step, which takes hundreds of times
longer than the other steps. Hence, the overall performance should be closely related to
the performance of Deconvolution. As a result, although other steps can be improved
by large factors, the overall running time can be roughly considered as the same as
the running time for the Deconvolution steps which can also be found in Table 2.7. In
other words, the final performance depends on the Deconvolution step and the overall
speedup factor is 3.74, which is very close to 3.75 from Deconvolution given in Table
2.7.
Lorenz et al.[35] did experiments on deconvolution using local AIFs. They did
performance experiments on a small data set size, which was 128× 128 voxels per
slice, 11 slices and the number of time intervals was 44, one of the typical CT image
sizes. The overall running time to finish their deconvolution is still six minutes (the
same as in our experiments) with a speedup factor of 5.56. This is reduced to one
minute and 5 seconds after applying parallelism. However, in MRI images, the data
size has increased to 128× 128 voxels per slice, 22 slices and the number of time
intervals is now 80, approximately four times as much data. It takes about 35 minutes
in our serial implementation.22
The OpenMP CPU parallelization provides speedup factors of 2.21 and 2.26 for
the the MRI image size data and CT image size data, respectively. CPU parallelization
using MPI leads to a better performance compared with OpenMP, which results in
speedup factors of 3.42 and 3.84, respectively.23 For MRI image size data, the GPGPU
22It would take around 40 minutes using Lorenz’s methods by computational complexity estimation.
23Considering that the number of CPU cores in the experiments is four, both of the two CPU parallel
methods have a theoretical upper boundary of performance improvement factor of 4.




















Figure 2.9: Threads Per Block
This figure shows the relationship between the parameter Threads Per Block and processing time. Note
that the X-axis is in logarithmic (base 2) scale.
approach takes 59% of the time of the OpenMP approach and 91% of the time of
MPI approach. For CT image size data, our GPGPU approach has more than double
the performance of the OpenMP method and has 1.45 times performance of the MPI
method. Thus, for both of the MRI image size data and CT image size data, our
GPGPU parallel implementation shows a better performance than CPU parallelization.
2.3.4 GPGPU Parameters
Figure 2.9 shows that performance changes with the number of threads per block, as
discussed in Section 2.1.5.2. In our experiments, eight threads per block provide the
best performance. According to the design of CUDA, all of the threads of a block
should be assigned to the same processor core. As the total number of threads is
stationary, if the number of threads per block is too small, it will lead to a large number
of blocks and therefore lead to extra scheduling overheads. On the other hand, the
tasks for each thread are very heavy. Hence, the best performance is not achieved at
128 or 256 threads per block but with a smaller number. We surmise that the fall in
performance with increase of threads per block is due to memory resource contention
or scheduling overheads.
Furthermore, since each GPU thread has a similar workload and the total num-
ber (Size) of GPU threads is relatively large compared with the number of threads
per block, load balancing is not an important performance factor when changing the
number of threads per block.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced a parallel implementation of perfusion-imaging analy-
sis which provides considerable speed improvement and the same quality of results
compared with current serial implementation.
We have analyzed computational complexity and feasibility for every individual
step in the perfusion imaging processing and applied different parallelism methods
based on the analysis. Different parallelism is applied for different steps based on their
features. Data reorganization and Denoising & reorganization steps use lower-level
parallelism in which each GPU thread is in charge of the task for one voxel and one
time point. In the Deconvolution step, upper-level parallelism is used, by distributing
deconvolution (contains all of the time points) for different voxels to different GPU
threads. Theoretically, for both of these steps, parallelization enables all of the voxels
in a scan to execute concurrently. However, due to the limitation of local memory,
parallelization for the Deconvolution step can only be performed one slice at a time.
The Deconvolution step is the bottleneck for perfusion-imaging analysis, although
the speedup factor is more than one hundred for both the Data reorganization and
Denoising & reorganization steps, the overall performance speedup factor is limited
by this bottleneck. The overall processing time is reduced from six minutes to 65
seconds for our CT test dataset and from 35 minutes to less than ten minutes for our
MRI test dataset. The performance speedup factors are 5.56 and 3.75, for CT and
MRI images respectively. Meanwhile, the quality of serial and parallel output images
remains unchanged. The speedup also depends on the CUDA configuration parameters
which determine how tasks are assigned to GPU cores. Our experiments also show that
the four core CPU parallel implementation using OpenMP and MPI gains a speedup
of 2.21 to 3.84 depending on the data size, which is smaller than the improvement
brought about by GPGPU implementations. GPGPU implementation is superior to
serial implementation and to both CPU parallel implementations.
As time is vitally important in clinical diagnosis, especially for acute stroke cases,
the earlier we deliver the result for diagnosis, the less damage will be caused by strokes
and the higher the possibility that treatment will be effective. Therefore, performance is
as important as accuracy in perfusion imaging, and our implementation shows the po-
tential of GPUs for speeding up clinical diagnosis. Our implementation using GPGPU
can significantly reduce analysis processing time based on local AIFs, which increases
the possibility of local AIFs being used in clinical diagnosis.
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Furthermore, with the improvement of CT and MRI imaging, the size of input
images is likely to increase, which will definitely increase the demand for speedup by
exploiting parallel hardware. The required speed up will not come from individual
CPUs getting faster as their speed is reaching limits of current technology. However,
based on the current trend in performance improvement for GPUs, it is highly possible
that GPUs will provide the computational power we will need.

Chapter 3
Noise Reduction Using Gaussian
Process Regression
[Parts of this chapter have been published as ‘Computer tomography perfusion imag-
ing denoising using Gaussian process regression’ in Physics in Medicine and Biology,
2012 [40].]
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose Gaussian process regression [68, 69] based approaches
which make use of temporal information in perfusion source images to reduce noise.
We compare the effectiveness of other perfusion imaging noise reduction methods with
the effectiveness of our methods in terms of the quality of tissue time-concentration
curves, contrast-to-noise ratio and the quality of the resulting hemodynamic quantity
maps. Our Gaussian process regression based methods are designed to handle the high
level of noise present in CT perfusion images, but they also show noticeable effects in
MRI images which have a lower level of noise.
3.1.1 Motivation
Since X-ray radiation increases the risk of inducing cancer [20, 21], CT scanning is
constrained by a tradeoff between image quality and the amount of radiation exposure
to the patient. In order to reduce the risk, CT scans are relatively short and the radi-
ation dose level is low. Therefore CT perfusion imaging suffers from low contrast to
noise ratio (CNR) making post-processing of the acquired images (to produce perfu-
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sion parametric maps) problematic. The noise leads to difficulty when attempting to
estimate parameters, such as cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV)
and Tmax [70]. The quality of these hemodynamic maps decreases dramatically with
the increase of noise level [71]. The majority of current noise reduction approaches for
CT images are designed for 3D (spatial only) information, including spatial decima-
tion (weighted mean filters, Gaussian filters [72, 73, 17]), techniques based on wavelet
transforms [74, 75, 76] and curvelet transforms [77, 78, 79]. Another way to suppress
the noise is to use regularization techniques, for example, truncated SVD [26, 27],
during deconvolution. However, all of these methods were designed for CT and MRI
imaging. The sequence of scans needed for perfusion imaging opens up the possibility
of using coherence in the time domain to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
Perfusion imaging contains temporal information so that the tissue time-concen-
tration curves are expected to be continuous (in time) and follow a specific pattern.
Hence, there is potential to reduce the noise level based on the temporal information.
On the one hand, as mentioned in Section 1.8, there is a truncation step which re-
duces the impact of noise. The truncation step can be considered as noise reduction
on the AIF matrices1. It improves the quality of hemodynamic quantification results
by operating on AIF matrices, that are one of the two inputs to deconvolution. On
the other hand, the tissue time-concentration curve, the other input of a deconvolution,
also has potential for denoising. Furthermore, since the AIF matrices are derived from
an artery but tissue time-concentration curves can be from any part of the brain, the
signal to noise ratio in an AIF is expected to be greater than it is in other tissues’ time
concentration curves2. Noise reduction in the tissue time-concentration curves is more
promising than in AIF.
Since CT images have a high spatial resolution, which is usually 512×512, if the
resolution is reduced to a lower level such as 128× 128, they still have a reasonably
sharp resolution. As a result, spatial decimating (3D image) based filters, which reduce
noise as well as resolution, are also acceptable noise reduction methods. Therefore,
we have also developed a method using both temporal and spatial information, which
works as a combination of temporal noise reduction filter and spatial mean filter.
1It can also be considered as noise reduction based on temporal information since the AIF matrices
are generated using an AIF that is based on temporal information.
2The AIF curves are chosen from voxels with a large signal (as stated in Section 1.9), and the noise
is approximately uniform. So the signal-to-noise ratio is large.
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3.1.2 Imaging Denoising Filters
In imaging processing, filters are used either to smooth the image or to enhance and
detect edges in the image. Since noise is a notable problem in all kinds of images
(not just medical images), along the years numerous noise reduction filters have been
introduced. Image denoising filters can be catalogued by their target applications.
Some of the methods are designed for all kinds of images, such as weighted mean
filters, median filters and bilateral filters, while others are already adjusted specifically
for medical images by previous research, such as wavelet filters and curvelet filters3.
Denoising filters can be also catalogued by the range of their denoising kernels. Most
of the noise-reduction methods are based on one image volume4 from a single sampling
time point5, called spatial (decimating) based filters, including weighted mean filters,
bilateral filters, wavelet filters and curvelet filters; while a minority of them are based
on all the volumes from the whole sampling series, such as TIPS filters.
In this section, denoising filters were described using a 2D example, where ‘pixel’
replaces ‘voxel’ for simplicity6. These methods can also be applied in a 3D domain7.
3.1.2.1 Weighted Mean Filter
The idea of weighted mean filtering is to replace each pixel value with a weighted
mean value of its neighbours, including itself, which is similar with mean filter. Instead
of using the same weight for all of the pixels in each kernel (the target pixel plus its
neighbours), which leads to all of the neighbours contributing equally to the final value,
the weighting function is determined by an approximation of the Euclidean distance
between each neighbouring pixel and the target pixel, as a result, the closer a pixel is
to the target pixel, the more it will contribute to the final values.
A weighted mean filter can also be considered as a convolution filter. It is based
around a kernel near the target pixel, so the neighbours can be sampled when calcu-
lating the mean. This convolution is repeated until it reaches all of the pixels in the
3Wavelet and curvelet filters can be applied to all kinds of images.
4To make the explanation easier to understand, in this chapter, the term, ‘volume’, refers to a 3D
image (consisting of all of the 2D slices acquired in one single sampling time point) but not one 2D
slice, which is different from the convention. In other words, data acquired in each PCT scan is in the
form of a series of volumes.
5Unsurprisingly, since in many medical applications there is only a single image (volume) not a time
series.
6Since the filters are designed for regular images.
7Though only 2D denoising filters are used in this chapter. The reason for that is stated in Section
3.1.4.
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(a) Mean filter (b) Gaussian Filter
Figure 3.1: Weight Functions in Weighted Mean Filters
This figure shows two example of the weight functions of weighted mean filters. 125 and
1
272 are the normalization factors which
are the reciprocal of the sum of all the weighting values.
image8. Figure 3.1a is an example of mean filter with a 5×5 kernel.
Spatial weighted mean filtering is simple to understand and easy to implement, its
execution overhead is also low due to its simplicity. However, the main problem with
spatial weighted mean filtering is that if the target pixel is in the boundary (edge) area
between two signal levels, the filtering will interpolate new values for pixels on the
edge and thus blur the edge.
Gaussian filter, also known as Gaussian smoothing, is a type of weighted mean
filter. It uses Gaussian distribution to determine its weight function (Figure 3.1b). The
figure indicates that the target pixel has the highest weight of all of the pixels.
3.1.2.2 Bilateral Filter
Bilateral filter is a smoothing and edge preserving filter which was introduced by
Tomasi et al. [80]. It can be considered as an extension of weighted mean filter with
two factors contributing to the weighting function between two pixels: space weight
and similarity weight. The space weight represents the spatial closeness of the pixels
and the similarity weight indicates how the intensity values of these two pixels are
similar to one another.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of how bilateral filters preserve the edge while they
reduce the noise. The bilateral filtering processed results (Figure 3.2b) illustrate two
of their features: (1) in a smooth region, bilateral filtering is similar to standard do-
main filtering, such as weighed mean filtering, which uses averaging to remove the
8The situation at the boundary (the most outer) pixels are slightly different since they have less
neighbour pixels. Usually, a boundary pixel has a shrinking kernel to keep every kernel full, or is simply
skipped.
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(a) Raw (b) Denoised
Figure 3.2: Bilateral Filtering Example
These two figures (from [80]) are an example of how bilateral filtering works. The one on the right shows how bilateral filtering
recreates the sharp boundary between a dark and a bright regions.
small differences between pixels caused by noise; (2) at a boundary (edge) region, bi-
lateral filtering is still a standard domain filtering but some pixels in the domain will
be ignored as determined by the similarity weight. The bilateral filter used in the ex-
periments will be illustrated in Sections 3.1.2.4 and 3.2.4.1.
3.1.2.3 Wavelet Filter
Wavelets were first developed by Grossmann et al. in 1984 [81]. A wavelet transform
is similar to a Fourier transform in which signals are represented as a sum of sub-
signals with given features. The main difference between a wavelet transform and a
Fourier transform is that a wavelet transform is localized in both time and frequency
domains while a Fourier transform is only localized in frequency. Wavelet filters have
been used previously for medical-image noise reduction [74, 82].
The basic idea of wavelet denoising filtering is a transformation that splits the sig-
nal into different scale components, where a frequency range can be assigned to each
scale component. After that, different filters, such as high-pass filters and low-pass
filters, will be applied to different components in order to remove different types of
noise. For example, to remove white noise, the focus can be put on components with
high frequency. After reducing the noise in each component, a wavelet denoising filter
combines all of the components together to generate the denoised image.
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3.1.2.4 TIPS Filter
Mendrik et al. [83] introduced a bilateral filtering based method called time-intensity
profile similarity (TIPS). The TIPS filter is essentially still a bilateral filter. Compared
with the regular bilateral filter, the TIPS filter has a similar space weight function but a
much different similarity weight function. The weight function in regular bilateral filter
is only calculated by comparing two single values, while in TIPS filter, it is evaluated










where x is the target voxel9 and t is its neighbour, d(t,x) is the Euclidean distance and
σd determines which distance is considered to be close.
The way TIPS filter determines the similarity weight function is specific to medical
perfusion imaging, in order to exploit the features of perfusion imaging and to make










where ζ(t,x) measures the intensity difference between voxelx and voxelt, σr also
determines which difference in intensity value is considered to be similar. Since for
each voxel in the perfusion images, there is a corresponding tissue time-concentration
curve, ζ(t,x) measures the intensity difference via the sum of squared differences value
between voxelx and voxelt.
The σd and σr are important as they determine the size of the denoising kernel and
the level of smoothness. They are determined based on the features of PCT images
and fixed in different scans. More details of the setting of these two parameters will
be illustrated in Section 3.2.4.1. For each pair of spatial (3D) positions, the weight
function only has to be determined once and is then applied to volumes at all the
sampling time points.
If we consider TIPS filter as a variant of weighted mean filter, TIPS filter uses
the temporal information to determine its weight function and has an spatial-based
convolution kernel. As a result, it is still a spatial filter rather than a temporal filter.
9Since TIPS filter is designed for perfusion imaging, voxel is used instead of pixel.
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3.1.3 Characterization of Noise in CT Imaging
Two important characteristics of CT imaging that affect image quality are blur and
noise [8]. The blur effect limits the ability to see small objects, boundaries of different
tissue types and other image details. The blur effect may be diminished by reducing
the size of voxels, by using reconstruction filters, by modifying the focal spot size
and detector size or by applying edge enhancing filters. The noise reduces the visibil-
ity of low contrast objects. However, reducing the size of voxels or absorbing fewer
photons decreases the blur effect but increases the noise effect; increasing the size of
voxels or applying a smoothing filter can reduce the noise effect but it leads to more
blurred results; increasing the radiation dose can reduce the noise but increase the risk
of inducing cancer. It is a trade-off to find the balance between reducing blur effect,
reducing noise effect and avoiding harm to patients.
As each voxel in a CT image is acquired by adding values from a number of differ-
ent projectors together and there is an individual noise in the data acquired from each
of these projectors, the final noise in each voxel is the combination of individual noises
so it follows a normal distribution [84].
3.1.4 Spatial resolution of CT imaging
CT images acquired usually have 16 slices (the third dimension). However, due to
the low signal-to-noise ratio in CT images, these slices are too noisy. In order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, 8 slices of CT images are combined into 1 slice
during preprocessing by taking the average intensity value of voxels with same 2D
positions. This operation reduces the number of slices to 2.
Due to this operation, the distance between adjacent voxels within the same slice
(1mm - 2mm) is much smaller than the distance between adjacent voxels from different
slices (10mm or more). This is the reason why 2D denoising filters, instead of 3D
denoising filters, are used in this chapter.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Gaussian Process Regression
A Gaussian process is a generalization of the Gaussian probability distribution. Whereas
a probability distribution describes random variables which are scalars or vectors, a
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stochastic process governs the properties of functions. A Gaussian process is a col-
lection of random variables, any finite number of values that have a joint Gaussian
distribution, and is widely used to solve regression problems [69]. As stated in Sec-
tion 3.1.3, the noise in CT perfusion imaging can be considered Gaussian, which fits
the assumption of Gaussian process regression, thus the CT perfusion images can be
denoised properly using Gaussian process regression.
Gaussian process regression was designed to be a prediction tool. It is usually
used to predict the unknown dependent variable for any given independent variables
based on known but noisy observations of the dependent and independent variables.
Compared to the least squares method which fits linear regressions, Gaussian process
regression can be used to fit polynomial, non-polynomial or even arbitrary regression
problems by adjusting its model parameters. Gaussian process regression is a less
parametric method, as it does not match its target function to some specific models
(e.g. linear, quadratic or cubic models). “A Gaussian process can represent the target
function obliquely, but rigorously, by letting the input data ‘speak’ more clearly for
themselves”, said by Ebden [85]. However, it still needs a few parameters to fit the
given assumptions about the predicated function.
The key idea of our method is to consider the input intensity values as noisy obser-
vations (noisy dependent variables) of a function and predict all of the given noise free
dependent variables on the same independent variables in order to reduce the noise, the
details of which will be stated below. A Gaussian process regression is specified by its
mean and variance. In our algorithm, the denoised value is considered as the expected
mean value and its variance is used to calculate the confidence interval.
In the Gaussian process regression for noisy observations, the function values
themselves are not accessible and only the noisy observations are available:
Y = f (T )+ ε (3.3)
where T = {t1, t2, · · · , tn} is an input vector which is the time series in this case, f is the
function, Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,yn} are noisy observation values and ε represents Gaussian
noise with variance µ2n.
In the medical perfusion images, only the noisy intensity values, not the actual
intensity values, are accessible. This corresponds to the same situation with Gaussian
process regression for noisy observations.
The function that measures how one observation relates to another in a Gaussian
process is a covariance function k(tp, tq), where tp and tq are time series. Generally,
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if tp ≈ tq, k(tp, tq) will approach its maximum, indicating f (tp) is almost perfectly
correlated with f (tq), as we expect when the function is continuous and smooth. On
the other hand, if tp is distant from tq, k(tp, tq) will be very small, indicating no linear
relationship between f (tp) and f (tq).
To estimate f∗, the expected mean value of f (t∗), for an arbitrary t∗ in equation
3.3, three matrices are required: K(T,T ) in Equation 3.4 is used to define the corre-
lation between independent variables; K(T∗,T ) in Equation 3.5 is used to measure the
covariance between observation and unknown points; K(T∗,T∗) in Equation 3.6 is the
covariance between unknown points:
K(T,T ) =

k(t1, t1) k(t1, t2) · · · k(t1, tn)
k(t2, t1) k(t2, t2) · · · k(t2, tn)
...
... . . .
...




k(t∗, t1) k(t∗, t2) · · · k(t∗, tn)
]
(3.5)
K(T∗,T∗) = [k(t∗, t∗)] (3.6)
The two key terms for Gaussian process regression can be calculated as:
f∗ = K(T∗,T )K(T,T )−1[y1,y2, · · · ,yn]transpose (3.7)
var( f∗) = K(T∗,T∗)−K(T∗,T )K(T,T )−1K(T∗,T )transpose (3.8)
where var( f∗) is its variance. Using this formula to calculate f∗ for whole time series,
we can reconstruct f (x) in Equation 3.3 with its variance function var( f ).
3.2.2 Denoising Using Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)
In our noise reduction method, instead of considering the data as a sequences of im-
ages, the input data is treated as a group of signals. Each signal is a tissue time-
concentration curve whose data is obtained across the whole time series and the num-
ber of signals equals the number of voxels in images on one sampling time point.
The key rationale for using Gaussian process regression (GPR) to denoise CT im-
ages relies on the continuity of tissue time-concentration curves (temporal informa-
tion). Our GPR works as a signal-based noise-reduction method much more than a
image noise reduction method. The sampling time is the independent variable and the
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intensity value is the dependent variable. So the first step is to obtain the ‘signal’,
the tissue time-concentration curve from a fixed voxel, consider it as a noisy observa-
tion, and then use the observed yi to build vector Y in equation 3.3, where ti is the ith
sampling time in the time sequence and yi is the noisy observation for ti.
Typically the covariance functions which are used in the denoising algorithm have
parameters with the assumed form [69]:




where l is the length-scale, µ2f is termed the signal variance and µ
2
n is the noise variance
(ε in Equation 3.3). δpq is a Kronecker delta which equals to one if p = q and equals to
zero otherwise. Generally, the closeness between the time point of the target intensity
value and the time point of a reference intensity value decrease with the increase of the
distance of time points between the target and the reference. The covariance function
has a maximal value of ≈(µ2f +µ2n) when the target and the reference are for the same
time point; while it also has a minimal value of ≈0 when the target and the reference’s
sampling time points are distant from each other. More details about parameters and
their selection will be given in section 3.3.2.
According to Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7, for each voxel in the tissue time-concentration
curve, the Gaussian process regression filtering equation is defined as follows:
f
′
(tx) = [ k(tx, t1) k(tx, t2) · · · k(tx, tn) ]

k(t1, t1) k(t1, t2) · · · k(t1, tn)













where ti is the sampling time of the ith time point, f (ti) is the observed noisy (raw)
intensity value and f
′
(ti) is the denoised intensity value for the ti time point. The
confidence interval, which indicates the certainty of the estimated value, is not used in
our method although it can be determined at the same time.
For each voxel, Equation 3.10 needs to be applied for each time point, then tx needs
to iterate through t1 to tn, to reconstruct the tissue time-concentration curve point by
point. Furthermore, in order to reach all the noisy values in the images, the denoising
filter should go though all of the voxels in the brain. So the Equation 3.10 should be
repeated (number o f voxels× number o f time points) times. Since the kth sampling-
time value in different tissue time-concentration curves are the same, because they are
from the sample volume (in terms of the temporal axis not the 3D axis), tk is the same
for different voxels. As a result, all of the voxels have the same covariance matrix
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(Equation 3.4) and also the same inverse matrix of the covariance matrix in Equation
3.10. So the inverse matrix only needs to be calculated once and can then be reused
for each scan in order to reduce the computational complexity.
3.2.3 Denoising Using Multiple Observations Gaussian Process Re-
gression (MGPR)
Since blood always flows from one voxel to the neighbouring voxels, the intensity
values in the adjacent voxels are expected to be similar at any time point. In other
words, the intensity value should also be continuous in the 3D source images. An
exception happens at the boundaries of different tissue types, such as the boundaries of
blood vessels. Typically, a CT brain image has a low contrast-to-noise ratio but a high
spatial resolution (usually 512× 512 per slice). Hence, a both spatial and temporal
based noise reduction method called multiple observation Gaussian process regression
(MGPR) is also investigated. First of all, images are divided into many small blocks of
voxels and each block is called a kernel. After that, in a manner similar to other spatial
based methods, in MGPR, a new tissue time-concentration curve of the target voxel
is calculated from all of the voxels in the same kernel. These adjusted voxels within
the same kernel will be treated as multiple noisy observations in a Gaussian process
regression. Thus the key idea of MGPR is that each sampling time point of any voxel
has been observed multiple times instead of once.
For example, if the decimation kernel size is 2×2, the input vector will be built as
follows:
T = {t1, t1, t1, t1, t2, t2, t2, t2, · · · , tn, tn, tn, tn} (3.11)
Y = {y′1,y′′1,y′′′1 ,y′′′′1 ,y′2,y′′2,y′′′2 ,y′′′′2 , · · · ,y′n,y′′n,y′′′n ,y′′′′n } (3.12)






i denote four voxels in the same 2×2
kernel at time point i. The multiple observation Gaussian process regression filtering
equation is the same as Equation 3.10 but with input vectors four times larger than
GPR.
The decimation factor can be 1× 1, 2× 2, 3× 3 or even larger. The GPR method
mentioned in section 3.2.2 corresponds to the MGPR with a kernel size of 1×1. The
MGPR used in our experiments has a decimation factor of 3×3. Furthermore, MGPR
uses the same covariance functions and parameters as our GPR (described in Section
3.3.2). The main advantage of MGPR is that it makes use of the continuity in both
of the spatial and temporal information. However, it can not handle the boundaries of
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different tissue types well as it blurs their boundaries when they lie within a block of
voxels, contributing to one signal.
As described in Section 3.1.4, the continuity in the adjacent voxels from different
slices is much weaker than it is in the adjacent voxels from the same slice. Thus, a 2D
kernel, instead of a 3D kernel, is used in the experiments.
A disadvantage of using MGPR is that all the voxels within a kernel have to be
treated in the same way, so if the kernel is large, distanced voxels (to the target voxel)
contribute the same weight as close voxels (to the target voxel). This also blurs hemo-
dynamic maps.
3.2.4 Other Methods for Comparison
In this sub section, we will introduce three noise reduction methods as comparison
methods. Since results from spatial decimation based methods have a different resolu-
tion with results from raw images and GPR methods, the criteria contains two factors:
quality and resolution. Results from all these methods are compared using both sta-
tistical methods and user trials. For statistical methods, examination is hard as there
is a trade-off between statistic parameters (a parameter quality) and resolution. For
user trials it is easier, since both quality and resolution information is contained by the
hemodynamic maps. More details can be found in Section 3.3.
3.2.4.1 TIPS Bilateral Filter
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2.4, Mendrik et al. [83] have recently developed a bilat-
eral filter based method called Time-Intensity Profile Similarity (TIPS) that produces
higher quality CBF maps than Gaussian filters (Section 3.1.2.1), 3D bilateral or 4D
bilateral filters10. In their method, they also make use of temporal information. How-
ever, TIPS only uses temporal information to determine the weight function (only the
similarity weight). Once the weight function is determined, it becomes a weighted
mean function and applies its convolution kernel one volume after another. It does not
exploit the time continuity property of tissue time-concentration curves.
In our experiments, we re-implemented the 3D TIPS bilateral filter following their
description and used it as a comparison. The kernel size chosen is 5×5. Furthermore,
following the results of Mendrik’s research, the standard deviation (µd) in their Gaus-
103D and 4D bilateral filters are the original bilateral filter mentioned in Section 3.1.2.2 with 3D and
4D (where the time dimension is treated the same as spatial dimension) kernels.
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sian closeness function, determining which distance is considered close, was set to
4; the standard deviation (µζ) in their TIPS function, which determines the maximum
sum of squared difference up to which the time-intensity profiles are still considered
similar, was set to 6.
3.2.4.2 Mean Filter
In the spatial mean filter (MEAN) used in the experiment, the value of each voxel
is replaced with the mean value of its neighbours, including itself. This is a simple
and intuitive method for smoothing images. Mean filtering can reduce the variation of
intensity between adjacent voxels and thus reduce noise in images. In mean filtering,
the first step is to group voxels by their coordinates. After that, the average value in a
group, as the denoised voxel value, will be assigned to every voxel within the group.
A mean filter can be used in both 2D and 3D kernels. In our experiment, a mean filter
with a 2D kernel is used. In our experiment, the size of each group is 3× 3. Each
voxel in a kernel contributes the same value11 to the denoised value. Furthermore, the
denoise is performed volume by volume for all of the volumes in the time sequences.
3.2.4.3 Mean & GPR Filter
A method called MEAN & GPR is also introduced. Essentially, this method is a mean
filter followed by a GPR denoising. It first uses a spatial mean filter to concentrate
information from adjacent voxels and then uses Gaussian process regression to reduce
the noise further. The mean filter used in this method also has a 3×3 kernel, the same
as Section 3.2.4.2 above. Mean & GPR can deliver results which have the features of
GPR denoising as well as the same resolution as MGPR.
Since the results of GPR and MGPR have different spatial resolutions, it is not
straightforward to compare these two methods directly. The input of Mean & GPR
filter is the same as MGPR, which combines the tissue time-concentration curves from
a few adjacent voxels. The outputs of these two methods also have the same spatial
resolutions. Therefore, the Mean & GPR filter can be used to help us in understanding
the difference between GPR and MGPR.
11Every element in the weight matrix is 1/9.
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Table 3.1: Patients Data
Age Gender Time to Imaging (hh:mm)
Subject 1 74 Male 01:54
Subject 2 77 Male 05:30
Subject 3 78 Female 04:05
Subject 4 88 Female 01:50
Subject 5 83 Male 01:45
Subject 6 84 Female 02:40
Subject 7 82 Female 01:30
Subject 8 82 Male 01:30
Subject 9 51 Female 03:45
Subject 10 47 Female 04:40
Average 75 M=4, F=6 02:17
This table shows the age, gender and time to imaging from onset of the ten patients.
3.2.5 AIF Selection
In our experiment, global AIF technique is used. AIFs are determined using a free
software application called Perfusion Mismatch Analyzer (PMA) [17]. It uses several
criteria, such as peak value and arrival time, to calculate a score for each voxel and
uses this score to find out the artery. The AIF is the average curve of the tissue time-
concentration curves from the voxels with the highest scores.
3.2.6 Patients and Imaging Acquisition
The patient data used in our experiments is from the Multi-centre Acute Stroke Study
(MASS), where patients have been recruited into a prospectively randomized trial.
We used data from 10 patients (6 female and 4 male) with a median age of 80 years
(maximum 88 years, minimum 47 years, average 75 years) recruited in a prospective
observational study of patients with acute stroke within 6 hours of admission. All of
the patients had a radiologically confirmed diagnosis of ischemic stroke. The average
time to imaging from onset was 2 hours and 17 minutes (with a maximum of 5.5 and a
minimum of 1.5 hours). Table 3.1 illustrates the details of patient information. All of
these patients were confirmed to have ischemic stroke.
CT scans were obtained with Siemens Somatom Sensation 16 scanners. Scans were
performed with the patients head in plane with the orbitomeatal line, a slice thickness
of 12mm, inter-slice gap of 1mm and tube current of 200 mAs, peak voltage of 80 KV
and field of view (FOV) of 23cm. Due to limitations of the available equipment only
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two slices12 of perfusion data were available, however this is similar to the type of CT
equipment in many hospitals currently. The images acquired are CT images with a
data size of 512×512×2 with 38 valid time intervals.
3.3 Experimental Results
3.3.1 Contrast to Noise Ratio
Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is a quantitative parameter used to determine image
quality. It is used to measure the noise level relative to the signal change. It is similar
to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but subtracts a bias before taking the ratio. The
removal of bias is important when the bias is significant in an image. Since CT images
have background intensities for all of the voxels, CNR is a better measurement for
the image quality than SNR. CNR is widely used in the measurement of the noise in
medical imaging (perfusion and non-perfusion, CT and MRI).
CNR is defined as one value for the whole image of a scan. It is defined as the





where µ is the mean signal value, e is the bias and σ is the standard deviation of the
noise. Since there is no contrast material injection in the first ten seconds of each scan,
the oscillation in the first few seconds are pure noise. Therefore, the standard deviation
of the first ten seconds is considered as the standard deviation of the noise. The bias,
e, is set to a baseline value, which is the trimmed mean of the intensity values of the
first ten seconds.
Furthermore, voxels outside the brain are excluded from the calculation of the
CNR, thus the background area, with zero intensity values, does not affect the CNR.
3.3.2 Covariance Function Selection
The covariance function in Equation 3.9 is a squared exponential. The length scale l,
the signal variance µ2f and the noise variance µ
2
n are required to be set in order to opti-
mize the marginal likelihood. Among these three hyperparameters, the length scale is
the most important one. Once the length scale is determined, the other two hyperpa-
rameters can be optimized based on l. If the length scale is too short, the output will
12There are only two validated slices, due to the reason stated in Section 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.3: Length Scale Factor
This figure indicates the relationship between length scale l and CNR. Different length scales are applied to the same dataset in
order to find out how CNR changes with the length scale.
be very unstable, as it will be over-fitted. Conversely, if the length scale is too long,
the output will be over smoothed and this will lead to inaccurate results.
The selection of the length scale l is based on trial and error. All the subjects are
processed with a different length scale and their average contrast-to-noise ratios are
evaluated. Since the larger the CNR a length scale delivers the better the length scale is,
the length scale is selected to reach the maximal CNR. Thus the peak at l = 8 in Figure
3.3 represents the turning point between over smoothing and insufficient smoothing,
so the parameter l is set to 8 in order to achieve the largest CNR. The signal variance
µ2f is optimized to 1.1 and the noise variance µ
2
n is optimized to 0.5.
To test the 9 possible length scale candidates13, our perfusion imaging analysis
program has to be executed 9 times, which takes about 100 seconds in total (details on
the perfusion imaging analysis time can be found in Section 3.3.10).
The determination of length scale is based on one dataset, the determined result
l = 8 is cross validated using two more datasets. It is then used as a fixed constant and
applied to the rest of our datasets.
13The 9 tested length scales are:20,21, . . . ,28.
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3.3.2.1 Covariance Matrix for GPR
Table 3.2 shows the covariance matrix in Equation 3.4 for the CT images calculated
from the given hyperparameters specified in Section 3.3.2. Element k(i, j) at the ith
row (top to bottom), jth column (left to right) indicates the covariance value between
the ith and jth sampling time points14. In the table, it can be seen that the covariance
values drop to approximately a half if two of the sampling time points are ten seconds
apart from each other (|i− j|= 10), compared to the covariance value for two stacked
sampling time points. The covariance value keeps decreasing sharply to less than 10%
of its maximal value when two time points are 17 seconds apart. The covariance matrix
works in a manner similar to the weighted mean function in the weighted mean filter.
Voxel a with twice the covariance value of voxel b to the target voxel c does not mean
voxel a has a contribution twice as large as voxel b in the final value of voxel c. The
covariance value can only demonstrate the trend that voxel a is more important than
voxel b to voxel c, while a doubled value in mean function means a doubled contribu-
tion in the final value. A higher value in both the weight function and the covariance
matrix indicates a larger contribution made by the referenced point to the final value of
the target point.
3.3.3 Total Variation
Total variation [87] is introduced in order to measure the level of oscillation in the data.






t=2 | f (t)− f (t−1)|
N
(3.14)
where time is the number of sampling time points, f (t) represents the intensity value
at a given time interval and N refers to the number of voxels in a volume.
A variant of Equation 3.14 is also introduced to measure the oscillation level in the
baseline period. As there is no injection of contrast material in the first 10 seconds in
each scan, the oscillation level in the baseline period is then calculated from the first






t=2 | f (t)− f (t−1)|
N
(3.15)
14So k(i, j) equals k( j, i).
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3.3.4 Standard Deviation
Another method to measure the oscillation level is to use the standard deviation. The







where SD(v, time) is the standard deviation of the intensity values among all the time
points for the vth voxel. Thus Soverall stands for the average standard deviation of all
the voxels (excluding background) in the brain. Another term, Sbaseline, is defined to
quantify the smoothness of the baseline period. Sbaseline is similar to Soverall but the SD







where SD(v,10) is the standard deviation of the intensity values of the first ten time
points for the vth voxel.
3.3.5 Gaussian Process Regression Denoising Results
This section focuses on the effectiveness of GPR noise reduction with respect to the
parameters of individual voxels. Although hemodynamic quantities are the key terms
evaluated from the individual voxel, tissue time-concentration curves are also very im-
portant since they are the data source, which determines the hemodynamic quantities,
and may contain other information as well.
Typical results are shown in Figure 3.4. From this figure, it can be seen that GPR
handles noise well for all of the voxels in grey matter, white matter and arteries. The
three tissue time-concentration curves in the figure are obtained in voxels randomly
selected from the given tissue types. Due to the fact that the tissue time-concentration
curves are similar in the same tissue types in adjacent voxels, this figure is an example
which reflects the improvement of our method in the three given tissue types15. In the
arterial time series (Figure 3.4a) where the CNR is the highest, the application of GPR
can perfectly fit the expected shape of the time-concentration curve. In the grey matter
(Figure 3.4b) and the white matter (Figure 3.4c) where the CNRs are lower than in the
arteries, GPR also produces significant improvement.
More specifically, there are three improvements when looking at the level of indi-
vidual time series:
15Although it may not reflect the situation for some unusual voxels.





















































































Figure 3.4: Results of GPR
The figures show the raw and GPR processed time series of three randomly selected voxels corresponding to an artery, grey
matter and white matter respectively. The y-axis represents the intensity value at each sampling time point.
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Table 3.3: Raw versus GPR Denoised
Raw GPR GPR / Raw
Voverall 182.2 (±33) 40.0 (±8.8) 22%
Vbaseline 44.0 (±11) 9.6 (±3.9) 22%
Soverall 8.0 (±1.1) 6.5 (±1.0) 81%
Sbaseline 5.0 (±1.7) 3.2 (±1.3) 64%
Comparative measurements of oscillation levels using the four parameters mentioned in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. The right most
column indicates the remaining proportion of oscillations after denoising. So a small proportion value means a great
improvement. The background area with straight zero intensity values is excluded from the calculation. The table represents the
mean (with the standard deviation in brackets) value among ten subjects.
• First, considering the whole tissue time-concentration curve, the oscillations af-
ter denoising are much smaller than they are in the raw data. Table 3.3 illustrates
the quantitative results. The mean (standard deviation) of total variation, calcu-
lated using Equation 3.14, among all the ten subjects before GPR is 182 (±33).
The total variation falls dramatically to 40 (±8.8) with a reduction of 78% after
applying GPR noise reduction. Soverall also drops by 19%. However, it is prob-
lematic to use Voverall and Soverall , since there is an increase in signal after the
contrast arrival and a drop after it reaches the maximum concentration, so that
both of the expected Voverall and Soverall values are non zero. For the raw data
Voverall is even larger than the maximal expected total variation16; GPR delivers
results with Voverall far less than that for the raw data.
• Second, GPR helps in determining parameters, such as Tmax17 and bolus arrival
time18 from the output curves. As shown in Figures 3.4b and 3.4c, in the raw
data, there are multiple peaks with similar peak values due to the noise and some
of them are far away from the real peak (for example, the one at 8 seconds in the
white matter). Even in the artery (Figure 3.4a), the oscillations can still lead to
a bias in the Tmax. GPR ameliorates the situation and makes the determination
more consistent.
• Third, considering the baseline period of tissue time-concentration curve, the
baseline value calculated from the intensity values of the first few volumes19
can be calculated more accurately due to the more stable onset of the tissue
16In an artery, the baseline value is usually 20-30 and the peak is usually 70-100. The amplitude in
an artery is also the largest among all tissue types.
17The time corresponding to when the maximum contrast variation arrives.
18The time it takes for an injected bolus of contrast material to arrive at a given region of the brain.
19Usually the trimmed mean value of the first five, or a few more, seconds.
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time-concentration curve. As the injection of contrast material occurs at approx-
imately ten seconds after the scan starts, the signal in the beginning of the tissue
time-concentration curve is expected to be constant. Thus the expected Vbaseline
and Sbaseline values are both zero and any oscillation in the signal during the
baseline period is pure noise. Quantitive measurements of the oscillations dur-
ing the baseline period are the Vbaseline and Sbaseline obtained in Equations 3.15
and 3.17. GPR decreases the Vbaseline from 44 (±11) to 9.6 (±3.9). Meanwhile,
the Sbaseline reduces from 5.0 (±1.7) to 3.2 (±1.3). The decrease by 78% and
36% for Vbaseline and Sbaseline respectively indicates the reduction in oscillations
achieved by using GPR.
3.3.6 Multiple Observations Gaussian Process Regression Denois-
ing
The result of our MGPR noise reduction method is presented in this chapter. To eval-
uate the effectiveness of MGPR, the results of four methods are presented for com-
parison. The first is the weighted mean filter (MEAN). The second is to add an extra
GPR step after method one (MEAN & GPR). The third is MGPR as described in sec-
tion 3.2.3. The fourth is the TIPS filter described in section 3.2.4.1. All of these four
methods are based on or partly based on spatial decimation and have the same spatial
resolution in their results.
Figure 3.5 shows how these four methods differ in their denoising efficiency in
the context of 3× 3 spatial decimation. The spatially weighted mean filter does not
perform well for all of the three different tissue types, as it exhibits large oscillations.
The TIPS filter denoised tissue time-concentration curves are still noisy with large
oscillations. In the artery, because the tissue time-concentration curves in adjacent
voxels are similar, the TIPS filter delivers results very similar to the mean filter. This
situation also happens in the grey matter and white matter. Both MGPR and Mean &
GPR deliver smooth results for the artery data; MGPR is the best for grey matter data,
as it delivers a stable baseline, as well as retaining information about the signal’s peak;
in the white matter data, with the lowest CNR, MGPR still delivers a better baseline and
peak value compared with the other two methods. Both the regression-based MGPR
and the Mean & GPR methods deliver results which are smoother and contain fewer
oscillations than results from the mean filter and the TIPS filter.
In conclusion, based on data from 10 subjects, the spatial mean filter does not




















































































































































































(f) White Matter Denoised
Figure 3.5: Comparison of Four Denoising Methods
The figures on the left show the raw data of the four (2×2) adjacent voxels. The ones on the right show the results processed by
different denoising methods: spatially weighted MEAN filter (mean function), weighted mean filter plus regular Gaussian
process regression (MEAN + GP), MGPR (gp 2×2) and TIPS bilateral filter (TIPS). Figures from top to bottom are for tissue
types artery, grey matter and white matter. The y-axis represents the intensity value at each sampling time point.
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Table 3.4: Contrast-to-Noise Ratio
Raw TIPS GPR MEAN 3 GPR & MEAN 3 MGPR 3×3
Subject 1 1.58 1.78 3.70 1.86 3.14 3.79
Subject 2 1.32 1.43 3.09 1.57 2.83 3.28
Subject 3 2.16 2.53 3.29 2.64 2.61 3.75
Subject 4 1.28 1.34 1.93 1.32 1.80 1.91
Subject 5 1.80 2.07 4.32 2.27 3.99 4.18
Subject 6 2.10 2.39 5.44 2.64 5.12 5.12
Subject 7 2.04 2.30 3.60 2.47 2.85 3.87
Subject 8 1.36 1.53 3.51 1.62 3.70 3.31
Subject 9 1.14 1.20 1.35 1.24 1.15 1.40
Subject 10 1.07 1.15 1.76 1.23 1.39 1.85
Comparison of the CNR of raw and denoised images for all of the ten subjects. The CNR displayed are the average CNR of the
whole brain images (black background outside the brain is excluded). Column Raw is for raw data; column TIPS is for TIPS
filter; column GPR is for Gaussian process regression; column MEAN 3 is for [3×3] spatial weighted mean filter; column GPR
& MEAN 3 is to apply Gaussian process regression to [3×3] spatial weighted mean filter denoised data and column MGPR 3 ×
3 is for [3×3] MGPR.
Table 3.5: CNR Improvement
Optimized results Raw TIPS GPR MEAN 3 GPR & MEAN 3 MGPR 3×3
Mean 1 1.11 1.99 1.18 1.78 2.02
Standard Deviation - 0.042 0.516 0.072 0.589 0.457
The average improvement of the CNR for the methods in Table 3.4 relative to the raw image. The CNR of each raw image is set
to 1 for normalization.
perform as well as the other methods in this comparison; MGPR is better than MEAN
& GPR because MGPR provides a higher CNR and does not lose detailed distribution
information in the spatial mean filter step.
3.3.7 CNR Improvement
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show that our basic GPR method gives a 99% higher CNR on
average than the CNR for raw data. When using spatial decimation, MEAN, to obtain
higher CNR, the approach using the spatially weighted mean filter only gives an 18%
improvement for a 3×3 spatial decimation. Furthermore, the MEAN & GPR method
shows its advantages in that it also improves the CNR by about 78%, which is much
better than MEAN alone, but smaller than the CNR obtained using the GPR method.
The TIPS bilateral filter method only gains 11% CNR improvement, which is much
smaller than that obtained by our GPR.
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A much better solution is to use the MGPR method which more than doubles the
CNR. Of all the methods used in our comparison, regardless of the reduction in spatial
resolution, MGPR delivers the highest CNR. Considering its effectiveness in CNR
improvement and in tissue time-concentration curve improvement illustrated in Section
3.3.6, it is the best solution among all of the spatial decimation methods.
Furthermore, the CNR improvement can vary in different subjects. This may be
caused by the difference in the amount of injected contrast agent and different injection
speed. As illustrated in table 3.4, GPR improves the CNR of subjects 6 and 8 best with
by 159% and 158%, respectively, while it only improves that of subject 9 by 18%.
3.3.8 Qualitative Results
CNR is not the only criterion to measure perfusion image quality. Another very im-
portant criterion is the quality of the parametric maps. Figure 3.6 shows the result
of comparing the quality of CBF and Tmax maps when using GPR. The CBF value
for each voxel was calculated using a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD)
method [26, 27] with a threshold set to 0.15 [28]20. In the raw CBF map (Figure 3.6a),
the lesion area at the left bottom side may not be clear enough to be distinguished and
the image is blurred. The TIPS bilateral filter (Figure 3.6b) produces less blurred im-
ages. GPR denoising gives the best result; the lesion area21 can be noticed more easily
and the image is much clearer (Figure 3.6c). GPR denoising also demonstrates its ad-
vantage in Tmax maps; the edges and detailed information can be identified better than
in the raw data and in the TIPS bilateral filter denoised data, and consequently better
than in the Gaussian, 3D bilateral or 4D bilateral filters. For the low-flow areas, the
white matter and lesion area, GPR provided very good results.
20We have re-implemented their method based on their description.
21In ischemic stroke, lesion areas are the unexpected black (low-flow) areas inside the brain. A simple
way to spot lesion areas is to compare with the corresponding area in the apposite brain hemisphere.
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(a) Zoom In Area (b) Raw (c) TIPS (d) GPR (e) MEAN &
GPR
(f) MGPR
Figure 3.7: Full Size CBF
This figure contains full size CBF images of the selected rectangle shown in Figure 3.7a. Figures 3.7b to 3.7f are a 60×100 area
of full sized 512×512 images.
Spatial decimation based GPR methods (MEAN & GPR and MGPR) provided
relatively good solutions. However, in the full size (original size) CBF images in
Figure 3.7, the results from the spatial decimation based method become a little blurred
as their resolution is reduced by a factor of 9. TIPS and MEAN & GPR reduce the size
of blood vessel in their processed CBF images. GPR (Figure 3.7d) keeps the right
size of blood vessel and separates the vessel from other tissues well. GPR-processed
CBF is also less blurred than the maps produced using MGPR (Figure 3.7f). GPR
based methods (Figures 3.7d and 3.7f) seem to render the areas and boundaries of the
original raw image (Figure 3.7b) with greater fidelity.
3.3.9 Experts’ Opinions
We conducted a study in order to discover experts’ preferences between hemodynamic
quantity maps from raw images, our methods’ denoised images and other methods’
denoised images. Images were organized into groups and Figure 3.6 is an example of
two groups of images in the questionnaire (one group for CBF images and one group
for Tmax images). The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A (Questions 1 to
13). Experts were asked to rank images within each group in terms of quality (from
1 to 6, where 1 means the best one in the group and 6 means the worst one). As the
questionnaire results are a ranking score rather than a weighted factor, a score of ‘1’
can be only interpreted as better than a score of ‘2’ but can not be considered as twice
as good as score ‘2’. The reason for using ranking instead of scoring is that ranking
shows the superiority of these six methods, so the preference level of these methods
can be compared directly. The order of images in each group are disrupted to prevent
inertia of thinking and any possible bias from participants. The name of the method
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Table 3.6: Questionnaire Participants
Specialty Years of Experience
Participant 1 Neurologist 3
Participant 2 Medical Physicist, Neurologist, Geriatrician, Stroke physician, Radiologist 6
Participant 3 Geriatrician 17
Participant 4 Radiologist 4
Participant 5 Unspecified 6
Participant 6 Radiologist Unspecified
Participant 7 Radiologist 25
Participant 8 Geriatrician 5
Participant 9 Radiologist Unspecified
Participant 10 Stroke physician 12
Participant 11 Stroke physician 12
Participant 12 Neurologist 12
This table illustrates the specialty and years of experience for each participant.
Table 3.7: Questionnaire Results
Raw GPR MGPR 3 Mean 3 GPR & MEAN 3 TIPS
Participant 1 5 3.75 3 4.25 3.17 1.83
Participant 2 4.75 2.42 2.58 4.42 4.17 2.67
Participant 3 4.42 2.75 2.5 4.25 2.83 2.5
Participant 4 2.83 2.83 2.5 3.67 3 2.67
Participant 5 3.25 2.25 2.58 3.08 3.83 2.5
Participant 6 3.67 2.5 1.83 4.17 3 2.33
Participant 7 5 2.75 2.92 4.08 4 2.25
Participant 8 4.75 3.75 3.33 4.17 3.17 1.83
Participant 9 4.67 3.75 3.08 4.67 3.17 1.67
Participant 10 5.25 3.17 3.25 5 2.67 1.67
Participant 11 4.58 3.5 3.58 4.08 3.5 1.75
Participant 12 4.88 3.88 3.05 4.29 3.29 1.72
Average Ranking Score 4.65 3.29 3.00 4.38 3.48 2.20
Standard Deviation 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.67 1.01 1.22
This table illustrates the average ranking scores which indicates experts’ preferences.
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Figure 3.8: Processing Time
Kernel 1 represents the GPR method, kernel i (i 6= 1) means method MGPR with decimation factor [i× i].
that each image represents is also removed from the questionnaire.
The results of the questionnaire were analyzed with the help of Dr. Francesca Chap-
pell, a medical statistician in the Division of Clinical Neurosciences of the University
of Edinburgh.
We used CBF and Tmax maps from 3 datasets, where each datasets have 2 slices,
formed 12 groups (72 images). About 50 questionnaires were sent out to experts with
diverse experience (such as neurologists, radiologists, stroke physicians and geriatri-
cians) and we received 12 responses. Table 3.6 shows the specialty and experience for
these 12 participants. Table 3.7 shows the results of the questionnaire. It indicates that
GPR, MGPR and TIPS all received good scores. TIPS is the one with the best scores
(2.20). However, it also has the largest standard deviation (±1.22), which means TIPS
is not as stable as others. GPR is less case sensitive to cases than TIPS and delivers
reasonably good score (3.29±0.60). Furthermore, images from any of the GPR related
methods, even GPR & MEAN, gained much higher scores than the raw images (4.65
±0.56).
3.3.10 Processing Time
The running times of GPR and MGPR are evaluated on an Intel(R)Xeon(R) CPU22,
with the details introduced in Section 2.3.1.1. Figure 3.8 illustrates the differences in
processing time between our Gaussian process regression based methods for all the
22Only one core is used in the experiment, as both GPR and MGPR are implemented in serial.
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(a) Raw
(b) GPR Denoised
Figure 3.9: Comparison of Raw and GPR denoised CBF for MRI
Visualisation of the impact of GPR on measuring CBF for MRI data. Each column is a pair and all three pairs are different slices
from the same scan.
volumes in a scan23. Increasing the size of the voxel block dramatically increases
the time needed for processing. GPR only takes 11.8 seconds, but it takes more than
half an hour if we use [10× 10] MGPR. The real processing time fits the theoretical
computational complexity well:
Time(d f ) = Time(1)×d2f (3.18)
where d f is decimation factor described in section 3.2.3.
In comparison, the processing time for 1× 1 MEAN and 1× 1 GPR & MEAN is
less than 10 seconds and the processing time for TIPS is about 40 seconds.
3.3.11 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data have much higher CNR but a lower reso-
lution than CT imaging data. As shown in Figure 3.10, using GPR to denoise tissue
23At x-axis = 0, it means no noise reduction is applied, so that the denoising running time is 0.


















































































Figure 3.10: GPR for MRI Data
The same as Figure 3.4, figures show the raw and GPR processed MRI time series of three randomly selected voxels corresponds
in an artery, grey matter and white matter respectively. The y-axis represents the intensity value at each sampling time point.






































































































































































mean function before gp
gp 2x2
(c) White Matter
Figure 3.11: MGPR for MRI Data
The figures on the left are the raw data for spatial decimation denoising of 2×2 kernels in different tissue types. The figures on
the right are results using spatially weighted mean filter, GPR & MEAN and MGPR. The y-axis represents the intensity value on
each sampling time point. This figure for MRI data corresponds to Figure 3.5 for CT data.
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time-concentration curves produces a much smoother result than the original for all tis-
sue types. GPR gives a reasonable baseline, peak value and Tmax. Figure 3.11 shows
the results of spatial decimation methods. In artery, grey matter and white matter, both
of the MEAN & GPR and MGPR methods provide results with fewer oscillations than
the weighted mean filter approach.
Figure 3.9 illustrates an example of the improvement achieved by GPR in CBF
maps. A lesion area can be identified at the anterior cerebral artery (top left hand side
of the images) in the CBF maps delivered by GPR denoise, which is not so easily seen
in the raw CBF image. GPR-processed CBF also provides more details in white matter
and in the lesion area.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a noise reduction method using Gaussian process regression
(GPR). It makes use of the temporal information in perfusion source images to reduce
the noise. The smoothness level of its outputs is determined by hyperparameters, which
are adjusted based on derivatives of the features of their inputs (CT perfusion images).
We also developed a noise reduction method, called multiple observation Gaussian
process regression (MGPR). It works as a combination of a spatial decimation filter
and a temporal filter. MGPR reduces the resolution of the results but can benefit from
being both a spatial decimation filter and a temporal filter.
Our methods are examined in four ways: by considering whole-brain summary
statistics, by examining individual voxel’s tissue time-concentration curves and hemo-
dynamic maps, and by a usability study.
1. The results of GPR without spatial decimation show 99% improvement in CNR
over raw data. Our spatial decimation based GPR also shows considerable im-
provement compared with the spatially weighed mean filter. For 3 × 3 spatial
decimation, our MGPR and MEAN & GPR achieve 102% and 78% higher CNR
than raw data respectively. This should be compared with the 18% improvement
achievable by simply using a weighted mean filter. MGPR improves the CNR
even a little more than GPR, regardless of the reduction in spatial resolution.
2. Considering the individual voxel, GPR denoised tissue time-concentration curves
have much smaller oscillations than raw data, which helps to distinguish param-
eters, such as the baseline value and Tmax, more easily and with better accuracy.
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3. For hemodynamic parametric maps, our GPR methods provide a much better
solution with clearer edges and more detailed information achieved by the than
other approaches we studied. These results show that Gaussian process regres-
sion based methods handle noise better than comparable techniques used.
4. In the questionnaire using experts’ marks, results without denoising (raw im-
ages) received a very low ranking score of 4.65 (±0.56). TIPS bilateral filter
received the best score of 2.20 (±1.22). Meanwhile, GPR and MGPR are also
preferred with scores of 3.29 (±0.60) and 3.00 (±0.64), respectively.
All of these support the hypothesis that GPR is effective.
The running time for GPR is 11.8 seconds, while 3× 3 MGPR costs about 100
seconds. Our methods, by improving the quality of output hemodynamic maps in
reasonable time, have potential use for clinical diagnosis and brain research.
Chapter 4
Automatic Lesion Area Detection
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a correlation coefficient tests based approach to spot the
lesion area automatically. This approach makes use of perfusion source images di-
rectly. Correlation-coefficient tests are used in the approach to measure the similarity
between expected tissue time-concentration curve and unknown time-concentration
curves. This information is then used to differentiate penumbra and dead tissues from
healthy tissues. The goal of the segmentation is to fully utilize information in the per-
fusion source images. This approach is designed to handle CT perfusion images, but it
can also be used to detect lesion areas in MR perfusion images.
4.1.1 Motivation
CT perfusion imaging is widely used to calculate brain hemodynamic quantities such
as cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume and mean transit time that help the diag-
nosis of acute stroke. Since brain perfusion source images contain more information
than hemodynamic maps, a good utilization of the source images can lead to better un-
derstanding of scan results. Our method makes use of the perfusion source images and
identifies lesion areas automatically using a correlation test. It helps to spot the lesion
areas as well as to determine their boundaries. It can be used as additional information
to help with the diagnosis of acute stroke.
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4.1.2 The Use of Perfusion Source Images
As perfusion source images contain more information than cerebral hemodynamic
parametric maps, good utilisation of the source images can lead to better understand-
ing than hemodynamic maps alone. Wang et al.[88, 89] stated that the value of the CT
perfusion source imaging has not been fully investigated in traditional perfusion meth-
ods and showed the potential in using CT perfusion source imaging information rather
than CBF and CBV maps to help clinical diagnosis. They also show that the arterial
phase and venous phase CT perfusion source imaging mismatch model could possibly
be applied to ischemic regions in the acute stage of stroke to determine penumbra and
infarct core.
Pepper et al.[90] have also illustrated how CT perfusion source images can be used
in identifying acute ischemic change. Their findings suggest that CT perfusion source
images may help to screen potential thrombolysis candidates.
4.1.3 Pattern Recognition and Correlation Analysis
Pattern recognition is a machine learning technique. It can be used as a classification
tool, which attempts to assign each input value to one of a given set of classes. Com-
pared with pattern matching, another category of algorithm, pattern recognition, aims
to use a probable match and categorise all possible inputs instead of looking for exact
matches in the input.
Correlation analysis can be used in pattern recognition since it can measure the
level of similarity between the given set of classes and the inputs. In statistics, correla-
tion refers to any of a broad class of statistical relationships involving dependence. In
our method, a correlation coefficient test is used to measure the similarity between the
time-concentration curves in healthy tissues and measured tissues, whose result can
then be used to determine whether or not the measured tissues are abnormal. Corre-
lation coefficients focus on the shape of tissue time-concentration curves, rather than
in the intensity values. This feature is able to minimize the harm and the misunder-
standing in diagnosis which is caused by noise and the differences in intensity values
between different scans.
In perfusion imaging, different datasets have different lengths of waiting time be-
fore the injection of a contrast agent and different intensities of signal values. There-
fore, different datasets need to be trained separately, since the features of their signal
curves, for both of the healthy and abnormal tissue-categories, can vary. In order to
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Figure 4.1: Workflow of Our Method
keep the training simple, unsupervised learning was used in the method, which means
the training datasets have not been labeled by hand.
4.2 Materials and Methods
In statistics, correlation refers to any of a broad class of statistical relationships involv-
ing dependence. In our method, the key idea is to use correlation coefficient tests to
measure the similarity of the tissue time-concentration curves between healthy refer-
ence tissues and target tissues (the tissues measured from a scan without knowledge
of their states). Since the tissue time-concentration curves in artery, grey matter and
white matter are expected to have the same shape (with different amplitudes), our
method do not distinguish different tissue types and treat them accordingly. Thus,
tissue time-concentration curves from all the voxels in a scan are compared to a sin-
gle (scan-based) reference curve. The result can then be used to determine whether
or not the measured tissues are abnormal. Measured tissues that have similar tissue
time-concentration curves to the healthy tissue are considered as healthy. On the other
hand, those tissues which have low correlation to the healthy reference tissue will be
marked as abnormal. Furthermore, the level of correlation can also reflect the severity
of damage.
Correlation coefficients focus on the pattern of the tissue time-concentration curve,
rather than intensity values. Besides, correlation coefficients treat the tissue time-
concentration curves as an entirety, instead of as separate intensity values. These fea-
tures are able to reduce the possible harm and misunderstanding in diagnosis, which is
caused by noise and differences in intensity.
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ALGORITHM 3 - AUTOMATIC LESION AREA DETECTION
1 For count← 0 to sizeo f (image)−1 {
2 image[count]← Preprocessing(image[count])
3 image[count]← remove head end(image[count],2)
4 }
5
6 re f ← generate re f ()
7
8 For count← 0 to sizeo f (image)−1 {
9 ρ or r← correlation test(image[count],re f )
10 color[count]← translate(ρ or r)
11 bitmap[count]← Student ′s t test(ρ or r)
12 }
13
14 return color[ ] and bitmap[ ]
4.2.1 Algorithm for Automatic Lesion Area Detection
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, in traditional dynamic contrast-enhanced susceptibility-
weighted perfusion imaging methods, perfusion source images are used to generate
maps of hemodynamic quantities, such as CBF, CBV, MTT and Tmax. These maps
will then be used by clinical scientists to manually identify lesion areas. Compared to
traditional methods, our method uses the perfusion source images to identify lesion ar-
eas directly. Algorithm-3 explains how the automatic lesion area segmentation method
works.
Lines 1 to 4 correspond to the image preprocessing. The preprocessing focuses
on reducing the noise in the source images. Specifically, Gaussian process regression
(Chapter 3) is used to achieve voxel-by-voxel denoising. Then, first and last two vox-
els are removed from the tissue time-concentration curve for reasons given below in
Section 4.2.2.
The second step is to define a reference which indicates the ideal shape and pattern
of healthy tissue time-concentration curve (Line 6). The details of reference curve
selection will be stated in Section 4.3.2.
Lines 8 to 12 correspond to the lesion area segmentation step. For each voxel of
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the image, a ρ or r value (correlation value) between the voxel itself and the reference
is calculated using either Pearson’s correlation coefficient [91] or Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient [92]. This ρ or r value is then interpreted into a color value or a
bit value using Student’s t-test. At last, graphical output is generated (Line 14).
4.2.2 Image Preprocessing
For the reasons stated in Section 3.1.1, CT perfusion images suffer a high level of
noise.
The noise in perfusion source images badly influences the correlation test results
since it makes the pattern of tissue time-intensity curves hard to recognize. In our
method, Gaussian process regression (mentioned in Chapter 3) is used to preprocess
the input images.
The reason for using Gaussian process regression, a voxel intensity curve-based
denoising method, instead of any of the other image based noise reduction methods,
is that the correlation tests are also based on the voxel intensity curve and not on the
image.
In any voxel, as the start and the end of the tissue time-concentration curve have a
low intensity value, they are very sensitive to noise and thus are usually removed from
the calculation. In the preprocessing, the first and last two time points are removed.
4.2.3 Correlation Coefficient
The correlation coefficient is a measurement of linear dependence between two vari-
ables or two sets of data. A familiar example is to use correlation coefficient to eval-
uate the dependence between the demand for a product and its price. In our method,
we consider the concentration curves from healthy tissue and measured tissue as two
variables. The correlation test then measures the level of similarity between these two
variables.
As we focus on the shape of the time-concentration curve and the relationship be-
tween different time points of each voxel rather than the absolute intensity values,
correlation tests are good at handling our problem. Pearson Product-Moment Cor-
relation Coefficient and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient are two of the most
popular types of correlation coefficients. Both of these correlation coefficients were
considered in our experiments.
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4.2.3.1 Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient, which is also called Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient, is defined as the covariance of two groups of numbers divided by





where r is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, cov(X ,Y ) is the covariance of group X
and Y .
Covariance is a measure of how much two variables change together and can be
defined as:
cov(X ,Y ) = E[(X−E[X ])(Y −E[Y ])] (4.2)
where E[X ] is the expected value of X , as all of the xi in X are equally likely in our
case, the covariance function and standard deviations can be simplified to:






∑(xi− x̄)2 ∑(yi− ȳ)2
n
(4.4)
where n is the number of time points, xi is the value of ith element in X and x̄ is the
mean of group X .






∑(xi− x̄)2 ∑(yi− ȳ)2
(4.5)
4.2.3.2 Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which is also called the grade correlation or
rank correlation, is similar to Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The difference between
these two correlation coefficients is that Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient uses
rank scores of elements in each group while Pearson’s correlation coefficient uses their





















where ρ is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, x
′
i is the rank score for ith ele-
ment in group X , for example, if xi is the kth smallest value in the group, then (x
′
i = k).




i is the mean of the rank, it equals n/2, where n is the
number of time points.
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4.2.3.3 Interpretation of Correlation Values
For both the Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the Spearman’s rank correlation co-
efficient, the (ρ or r ) value ranges from -1 to 1. A correlation coefficient value of
1 means that the target group is perfectly correlated with the reference group; a cor-
relation coefficient of -1 means these two groups are perfectly inversely correlated; a
correlation coefficient of 0 means that the two groups are not related. Generally, the
larger the absolute value is, the closer the two groups are. In our case, measured tissue
should not inversely correlate with the reference and hence both of the ρ or r values
should be positive.
After the determination of correlation coefficient ρ or r value, there are two ways
to determine whether or not the measured group is healthy.
The first one is to display the ρ or r values directly in a color map. Since correlation
results can be any value in the range of zero to one, they are mapped to colors from
cold to warm. More specifically, the mapped colors range from black (the lowest), blue,
green, yellow, to red (the highest)1. The advantage of this method is that it reflects the
probability of each voxel being abnormal. Red color indicates healthy tissue, the rest
of the colors designate abnormal tissues with different levels of damages.
The second one is to state the null hypothesis: the target group (tissue in a voxel)
and the reference group (tissue in a voxel) have the same shapes and patterns in their
tissue time-concentration curves, and then use Student’s t-test [93, 94] to validate
this null hypothesis. The distribution of correlation coefficients follows Student’s t-










where N is the number of sampling time points, and ρ or r is the correlation coefficient
value calculated using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient or the Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient, respectively. As correlation-coefficient values are expected to be pos-
itive using our method, a one-tailed t-test will be used. Once the t-value is determined,
it can be found using a table of values from the one-tailed Student’s t-distribution.
If the p-value is below the threshold for selected statistical significance (in our case,
0.05 and 0.01), then the null hypothesis is rejected and we consider the target tissue
as abnormal tissue. Otherwise if the Student’s t-test fails to reject the null hypothesis,
1So the lesion areas (ischemic stroke) in our correlation results appear in dark value, the same as the
lesion areas in CBF map. Our color encoding also keeps the continuity of color.
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we define the measured tissue as healthy tissue. For Student’s t-tests, as the results
can only be accept or reject, only two colors will exist in the non-background area
of the results: red, meaning acceptance (normal tissue), and white, meaning rejection
(abnormal tissue)2.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Patients and Imaging Acquisition
The patient data came from Multi-Centre Acute Stroke Imaging Study funded by the
Translational Medicine Research Collaboration (TMRC).
The details of the 10 patients’ data used in this chapter are the same as those for
denoising investigation - see Section 3.2.6.
The data and images used in the following section as an example correspond to one
of the ten patients and for that patient the time to imaging from onset was 1 hour and
54 minutes.
4.3.2 Reference Selection
Since the patterns in the source images vary, especially as the length of the period be-
fore the contrast agent injection varies, in different scans, the healthy reference curve
has to be determined separately for each scan. In the experiments, the artery input
function (AIF) is used as the reference. On the one hand, the reason is that the artery
has the largest contrast-to-noise ratio among all of the tissue types, which makes the
pattern of tissue time-concentration curve the most clear. On the other hand, traditional
methods, which use deconvolution to generate hemodynamic quantities, also require
an AIF as input. This choice also benefits from existing AIF-selection methods. Fur-
thermore, since correlation coefficient between healthy artery and grey (white) matter
tissues are large (> 0.9), only one reference curve are used for all tissue types.
As in the previous experiments, in this experiments AIFs are determined using the
same AIF technique mentioned in Section 3.2.5. The acquired AIF is then denoised
using the GPR method mentioned in Chapter 3 in order to smooth the AIF and enhance
the pattern.




In our datasets, the overall number of time intervals is 40 per perfusion dataset and as
the first and last two time intervals are removed to reduce the noise impact (Section
4.2.2), there are 36 time intervals left. So the degrees of freedom, N − 2, are 34 in
the one-tailed Student’s t-test in our case. From the Student’s t-distribution table, the t
values for 0.05 and 0.01 statistical significance level are 1.691 and 2.441, respectively.
According to Equation 4.7, the formula to calculate the ρ or r value is:





So, to reject the null hypothesis at 0.05 statistical significance level the correlation
coefficient ρ or r value has to be≥ 0.279. The threshold of 0.01 statistical significance
level is equivalent to a ≥0.386 ρ or r value.
4.3.4 Hemodynamic Maps
Figure 4.2 shows hemodynamic maps of one single scan using a traditional analysis
method, a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) method [26, 27]. The thresh-
old for the truncated SVD were set to 0.15 [28]. Our GPR noise reduction method
mentioned in Chapter 3 is also used in preprocessing and contributes to the hemody-
namic maps.
From the CBF map for slice 1 (Figure 4.2a), there is an area with unexpectly low
blood flow at the middle left area. However, this phenomenon is less clear in its adja-
cent slice (Figure 4.2b). In both of the Tmax maps (Figures 4.2c amd 4.2d), it can be
seen that the Tmax values are much larger (red and yellow) than the expected value in
the contralateral hemisphere. Tmax maps also suggest that a larger part of the left-brain
tissue (green) may be impacted by the stroke.
4.3.5 Validation of Results for Individual Voxels
We applied our method to randomly selected voxels of different tissue types. This ex-
periment is repeated many times with different voxels selected, which deliver similar
results. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 compare tissue time-concentration curves with the healthy
tissue reference curve for different tissue types, without and with preprocessing (Sec-
tion 4.2.2 and Chapter 3), respectively. Since the preprocessing is very important (the
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(a) Slice 1 - CBF (b) Slice 2 - CBF
(c) Slice 1 - Tmax (d) Slice 2 - Tmax
Figure 4.2: Reference CBF and Tmax (using Traditional Method)
These figures are CBF and Tmax maps used as references. The four figures are hemodynamic quantity maps from one patient.
The top two are CBF maps for two adjacent slices and the bottom two are Tmax maps.
reasons are stated in Section 4.3.6), all of these correlation coefficient ρ or r values
below are calculated using preprocessing to obtain noise reduced data.
The curve measured in an artery (Figure 4.4a) is the most similar to the reference
curve. The r and ρ values using Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, between the denoised artery curve and the reference curve, are
0.988 and 0.9843, respectively. This is because the reference curve is generated based




















CBF = 117 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 17s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.966






















CBF = 20 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 22s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.597






















CBF = 6 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 23s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.384






















Voxel 4: CBF = 5 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 37s
Voxel 5: CBF = 5 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 21s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient < 0.1 for both voxels





Figure 4.3: Reference Vs. Different Tissue Types (Raw Curves)
These figures show the raw tissue time-concentration curves in different tissue types. They are randomly selected from the given
tissue types.
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CBF = 115 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 17s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.988






















CBF = 19 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 21s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.797






















CBF = 5 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 22s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.555






















Voxel 4: CBF = 4 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 37s
Voxel 5: CBF = 3 ml/100g/min, Tmax = 31s
Pearson’s correlation coefficient < 0.1 for both voxels





Figure 4.4: Reference Vs. Different Tissue Types (Denoised Curves)
These figures show the denoised (using preprocessing) tissue time-concentration curves in different tissue types. They
correspond to the same voxels as the ones in Figure 4.3.
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on artery tissue, so that ρ or r values close to 1 are expected.
The ρ/r value using Pearson’s/Spearman’s correlation coefficient is 0.797/0.820 for
grey matter (Figure 4.4b) and is 0.555/0.586 for white matter (Figure 4.4c). The r and
ρ values in both the healthy grey and white matter voxels are large enough to reject the
given null hypothesis at 0.01 significance level.
Measured voxels 4 and 5 (Figure 4.4d) are from a lesion area. Both of them have
a low ρ or r value (< 0.1), which means these two measured voxels have curves that
are significantly different when compared with the reference curves. As a result, these
two voxels can be identified as abnormal tissue.
Since the intensity values are low (due to the nature of white matter) and fluctuate
(due to noise) in both white matter and lesion areas, without correlation validation, it
will be difficult to distinguish a lesion area from white matter by reading their tissue
time-concentration curves. However, the measured voxel 3 in white matter has a ρ
or r value larger than 0.5 while the ρ or r values in a lesion area is smaller than 0.1.
Hence, correlation validation can help us to understand tissue status that cannot be
easily found directly at the level of an individual voxel.
4.3.6 Improvement from Preprocessing
Figure 4.5 shows the important improvement the preprocessing mentioned in Section
4.2.2 brings. For both of the Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients, with-
out the preprocessing (Figures 4.5a and 4.5b), many fewer voxels can be marked up
as healthy due to the impact of noise. For example, the right side of the brain should
be healthy due to the information provided in hemodynamic maps (Figure 4.2), but
many voxels in the right side of the brain can not be correctly identified and are there-
fore marked as green and blue. With the preprocessing, most of the brain voxels can
be identified correctly as healthy tissue (red voxels). The preprocessing addresses the
noise problem so well that it significantly improves the accuracy of the following cor-
relation coefficient tests. The computational cost (running time) will be discussed for
preprocessing in Section 4.3.14.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 compare the raw signals with the referenced curve and for the
same voxels, the GPR denoised signals with the reference curve, respectively. They
are examples of how the preprocessing make differences in different tissue types more
evident. The preprocessing enlarges both correlation coefficients in artery, grey matter
and white matter.
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(a) Pearson’s without Preprocessing (b) Spearman’s without Preprocessing
(c) Pearson’s with Preprocessing (d) Spearman’s with Preprocessing
Figure 4.5: The Importance of Preprocessing
The two subfigures 4.5a and 4.5b show segmentation results without preprocessing where subfigures 4.5c and 4.5d show the
results of applying the correlations to denoised data using the GPR method. They correspond to Figures 4.6a and 4.6c which
were prepared using preprocessing.
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In this chapter, unless pointed out otherwise, all images are generated with denois-
ing.
4.3.7 Correlation Analyzed Brain Maps
We then generated color maps showing the segmentation results. Using the correlation
tests, the lesion area at the middle left side is very clear (as a dark area at the end
of arrow 2) and can be easily spotted (Figure 4.6). As the CBF value is low in the
white matter, it will be mapped to cold color in the colored CBF maps. However,
a lesion area (ischemic stroke) can also lead to low CBF value. Although the CBF
value in an abnormal area is lower than it in healthy white matter, their difference is
small, which makes it hard to distinguish from each other visually (Figure 4.2)4. This
situation also happens in other hemodynamic quantities, such as Tmax. The worst
case is in the penumbra area in white matter, since the hemodynamic quantities in the
penumbra tissue fall between dead tissue and healthy white matter, it is very difficult to
distinguish the penumbra tissue in the hemodynamic quantity maps. Using correlation
tests, they will be marked as potential lesion tissue (green and blue). The healthy white
matter in Figure 4.6 is marked in red, which can be differentiated from abnormal tissue
more easily.
If a voxel is marked as potential lesion tissue, it belongs to one of the three situa-
tions listed below:
1. The penumbra tissues, which we sought to identify. They are affected by the
stroke so that blood does not go through the tissue normally (each voxel either
has lower blood volume or a larger delay), while they are not dead yet so there is
still blood passing through them. This kind of abnormality results in a medium
ρ/r value. Usually, if a large contiguous area is all marked with a low probability,
it is possible that this area is penumbra that may still be saved. For example, at
the bottom left side of Figure 4.6, the green and blue areas represent tissues at
risk (the penumbra areas pointed by at arrow 1).
2. A false-positive error when the tissue is actually dead but its time-concentration
curve coincidently has a shape that is similar to the healthy curve. These appear
as lighter spots in the abnormal areas. For example, the spots in the dead area in
4The lesion areas in the CBF map appear as black, blue, green or even yellow areas.
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(a) Slice 1 - Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (b) Slice 2 - Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
(c) Slice 1 - Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient (d) Slice 2 - Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient
(e) Pearson (f) Spearman
Figure 4.6: Results of Using Correlation Coefficient
Areas marked as red are healthy areas. If a black area is inside the brain, there is a high possibility that it is dead tissue. Arrows
1-3 point out the representation of the three possibilities of blue and green areas, which are penumbra tissue, false-positive dead
tissue and false-negative healthy tissue, respectively. Figures 4.6e and 4.6f are the full-sized images for areas pointed by arrow 2
in Figures 4.6a and 4.6c, respectively.
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the middle left side of the figures (pointed out by arrow 2) are possibly caused
by false-positive errors.
3. A false-negative error when tissues are actually healthy but the correlation tests
can not detect this, because the tissues are impacted by noise and their low CNR.
For example, the green and blue (or even black) areas at the right side of the
brain are caused by false-negative errors (the spots pointed at by arrow 3). As
it is possible that there are healthy tissues in infarct core areas and dead tissues
in healthy areas, the second and the third situations may be either caused by
false-positive and false-negative errors or be observations of as yet unexplained
features of strokes.
Furthermore, our method not only points out which tissues have been affected, but
also shows how serious the damage is. The damage from large to small will be des-
ignated by the colors from black (badly damaged) to blue, green, yellow and red (not
damaged).
To conclude, correlation tests enhance the detection of the differences between
healthy and abnormal tissues, especially in the white matter where the blood flow is
low. This is important as it can reduce the possibility of failing to spot the lesion areas
in some cases. Our correlation-based method improves the use of the time-domain data
(temporal information) to enhance the discrimination between healthy and abnormal
tissues. It makes fuller use of the time-domain data than previous methods. This makes
available new and arguably better analysis results for diagnosticians and researchers.
Correlation tests also deliver results with clearer delineation of abnormal areas.
4.3.8 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient versus Spearman’s Corre-
lation Coefficient
Figure 4.7 is an example of how Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients can
deliver different results. Voxel 1 is selected from a suspected lesion area with mis-
matched predictions in the different correlation methods; that is Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and Spearman’s correlation coefficient deliver different predictions for this
voxel. Voxel 2 is selected from the suspected healthy area with the same prediction
from both of the correlation coefficients. Comparing Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(Figure 4.7a) with Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Figure 4.7b), the former one
states a larger area of dead tissue than the latter one; the Spearman’s correlation coef-
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(a) Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (b) Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.128
Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.409
Voxel Value
Reference
(c) Intensity Curve for Voxel 1
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.817
Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.660
Voxel Value
Reference
(d) Intensity Curve for Voxel 2
Figure 4.7: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient Vs. Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient
Subfigures (c) and (d) are the tissue time-concentration curves for voxel 1 and 2. The Tmax value in voxel 1 is 26 seconds with
an intensity value of 60.82 whereas the Tmax value in voxel 2 is 16 seconds with an intensity value of 141.80. They all come
from denoised images.
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ficient marks up many of these Pearson’s-dead-tissues as tissues at risk. Figures 4.7c
and 4.7d are a similar pair indicating how the two correlation coefficients lead to dif-
ferent results. Quantified results in each correlation coefficient will be stated in Section
4.3.12.
Figure 4.7c shows the tissue time-concentration curve from voxel 1 (indicated by
an arrow). In this voxel, the Tmax is nearly 25 seconds, in comparison with the 16-
second Tmax value in the reference voxel. There is abnormal tissues in this area. From
the correlation coefficients, the Pearson’s correlation r value is 0.128 and the Spear-
man’s correlation ρ value is 0.409. From Equation 4.7 and 4.8, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient indicates that this voxel is a lesion at both the 0.01 and 0.05 significance lev-
els, while the Spearman’s correlation coefficient classifies the same voxel as healthy at
both significance levels. Hence, for voxel 1, Pearson’s correlation test classifies it as
abnormal while Spearman’s correlation test fails to detect the abnormality.
For the rest of the brain, there are more yellow and blue areas but less black areas
in the Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Figure 4.7b) than Pearson’s (Figure 4.7a).
Voxel 2 (Figure 4.7d) from the artery is an example. The Tmax for this voxel is the
same as for the reference voxel, which is 16 seconds. For Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlation coefficient ρ or r values for this voxel are 0.747 and 0.869, respectively.
4.3.9 Student’s T-Test Bit Maps
Figure 4.8 shows bit-maps generated using Student’s t-test to threshold results from
correlation coefficient tests. It uses statistical analysis to help us distinguish abnormal
tissues from the healthy tissues. It can reduce the false-negative errors in the area near
the brainstem. It can also help us point out the region of the dead tissue.
However, as the Student’s t-test provides only two possible outputs (healthy tissue
or abnormal tissue), it is not possible to identify penumbra tissues. Compared to the
methods that directly map correlation values to color, the advantage of this method
is that it uses a statistical method to help determine whether or not measured tissues
are abnormal; the disadvantage of t-test method is that it cannot indicate the fitness
level well, which reveals how certain the correlation test is that the target is healthy (or
abnormal). Another drawback of using t-test is that it can not distinguish the dead and
penumbra tissue.
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(a) Pearson’s + Student’s T-Test
(b) Spearman’s + Student’s T-Test
Figure 4.8: Results of Student’s T-Test
These figures are results of Student’s t-test. They are also from the same patient as the Figure 4.2. The red areas indicate healthy
areas and white areas are lesion areas. The given significant level is 0.05.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of Correlation Values
This histogram illustrates the distribution of correlation values using both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations with or without
preprocessing. The proportion is obtained by dividing the number of voxels, which have correlation values in the given value
range, by the overall number of valid (non-background) voxels.
4.3.10 Results from All of the Subjects
4.3.11 Results from All of the Subjects
In Table 4.1, it can be found that the correlation tests work well. For subjects with
lesion — subject 1 (lesion areas at left side), subject 3 (lesion areas at left middle side),
subject 4 (lesion areas at top right side), subject 6 (lesion areas at bottom) and subject 7
(lesion areas at left) — both Pearson’s correlation test and Spearman’s correlation test
are able to spot the abnormal tissues and to determine their boundaries. The correlation
tests can also provide the suggestion that no notable lesion areas are present in subjects
2, 5, 8 and 9.
Ten is a small number of subjects in particular with only two slices of data for each
patient. So there may be misleading sampling error and a bigger study is necessary to
confirm the results.
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Slice 1










Table 4.1: Results from All of the Subjects (Slice 1)
This table illustrates the results of correlation methods for the remainder of the nine subjects. For each slice, a CBF map and a
Tmax map are included as references; the results of both of the Pearson’s correlation test, Spearman’s correlation test and
Student t-test are presented. For each subject, both of the slices are displayed. Images for slice 1 are in this table and images for
slice 2 are in Table 4.1 continued. They are using the same color map-key as Figures 4.2, 4.5 and 4.7.
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Slice 2










Table 4.1 continued: Results from All of the Subjects (Slice 2)
This table contains images for slice 2 for all the nine subjects.
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4.3.12 Distribution of Correlation Values
Figure 4.9 indicates the differences resulting from preprocessing in the distribution of
the correlation values for both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients used
in our experiments. Without preprocessing, both correlation tests result in a higher
proportion of values in low- and medium-value ranges [0.0-0.7], compared with the
proportion values with preprocessing. Furthermore, only 6% and 4% of voxels have
correlation values larger than 0.9, for Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s
correlation coefficient, respectively. The values are increased to 37% and 31% when
preprocessing is used.
Figure 4.9 also shows that Pearson’s correlation coefficient (with preprocessing)
accepts more voxels than Spearman’s correlation coefficient (with preprocessing) in
the values ranging from 0.9-1.0. For both correlation coefficients, 75.8% (with the
difference ≤0.1%) of voxels are in the medium- and high-value ranges [0.5-1.0].
4.3.13 Experts’ Opinions
Experts’ opinions are also considered in our experiments. It is the same study as men-
tioned in Section 3.3.9. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A (Questions 14
to 15).
Groups of images were shown to 12 experts (including neurologists, radiologists,
stroke physicians and geriatricians) with an average of 9.5 years of experience. Within
each test group, there was one CBF map, one Tmax map and three segmentation maps
using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
Student’s t-test5. For example, Figure 4.2a, Figure 4.2c, Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.6a and
Figure 4.8a formed a group.
Experts were asked to give their view on the usefulness level (from 1 to 10, where
1 means ideal and 10 means no value) of the segmentation using CBF map and Tmax
map as references. As illustrated in Figure 4.10, the experts considered Pearson’s
correlation coefficient and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to be almost equiv-
alently accurate with average (standard deviation) scores of 4.25 (2.18) and 4.5 (2.20),
respectively. While Student’s t-test received worse scores which were 5.7 on aver-
age, with a standard deviation of 1.79. More than half (54%) of respondents thought
5As using Student’s t-test to threshold the Pearson’s r value and Spearman’s ρ value leads to similar
results, only Pearson’s correlation coefficient with Student’s t-test was used to keep it simple. The
Student t-test mentioned in this section indicates the method that use Student’s t-test to threshold the
Pearson’s r value.
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(a) Detailed (b) General
Figure 4.10: Questionnaire Results
Figure 4.10a shows the distribution of the feedback scores for the three given method. It indicates the number of scores received
for different methods. Figure 4.10b illustrates people’s attitude toward different segmentation results.
our segmentations are accurate and are helpful for clinical decision-making, while one
quarter of respondents hold negative opinions and about one fifth of them hold neutral
opinions.
4.3.14 Running Time
Our experiments were performed on an Intel® Xeon® CPU, which is the same CPU
used in Section 2.3.1.1. It contains two cores but only one of them is used. The
frequency of each CPU core is 3 GHz. The overall CPUs memory is 8 GB and their
cache size is 4 MB each. The CPU’s single precision floating point performance (peak)
is 2.4 GFLOPS each core.
The running time is measured by the arithmetic mean of ten repeated tests. The
dataset size is 512×512×2 with 36 time intervals6, which is the same as mentioned
in Section 2.3.1.4. As stated in Section 3.3.10, the preprocessing using Gaussian pro-
cess regression to reduce noise takes about ten seconds. Correlation tests using Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient only take one second to run. Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient takes 11 seconds to execute, because it takes an extra ten seconds to sort
the intensities of the time-concentration curve for each voxel compared with Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.
In our implementation, bubble sort (O(n2)) is used when calculating Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient. However, since the range of the intensity values is known,
6It is 40 time intervals in the input, but four of them are removed during preprocessing.
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it is possible to use bucket sort (O(n + k)) to improve the performance7. Besides,
since the correlation tests for different voxels are independent, it is possible to use data
parallelism to speed up the process. However, considering that the overall running
time is less than half a minute for both correlation coefficient methods, we did not
exploit parallelism in the measurements. But there is great potential to improve the
performance further.
4.4 Summary
We conducted an investigation to test whether correlation in the time-domain would
yield useful additional information about the tissue in each voxel of a CT brain perfu-
sion imaging scan. Three statistical tests were investigated: Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlation coefficients and these in combination with a Student’s t-test. These were
applied to both raw and denoised time-domain data obtained from the ten subjects
introduced in the preceding chapter.
The measurements and visual inspections of the results of the experiments sug-
gested that our method makes fuller use of the time-domain data than previous meth-
ods. This makes available new and arguably better analysis results for diagnosticians
and researchers.
We also measured the computational costs of this tissue classification on the equip-
ment we used, a standard Intel® Xeon® CPU. It costs 1 seconds and 11 seconds for
Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients, respectively8.
We then conducted a study to evaluate results with expert opinion via a question-
naire. More than half of respondents thought our methods are accurate and helpful for
clinical decision-making, while 25% of respondents hold negative opinions and 21%
of them hold neutral opinions.
We conclude that based on these initial experiments, perfusion source images can
be analyzed with good accuracy in a reasonable time without the necessity of expert
intervention during image processing. Our approach enlarges the usage of perfusion
source images and produces comparable results to hemodynamic parametric maps. At
the level of individual voxels, correlation tests successfully enhance and indicate the
difference between healthy and abnormal tissues, especially in the white matter where
the blood flow is low. This is important as it can reduce the possibility of failing to
7where n is the number of time intervals and k is the number of buckets in bucket sort.
8The preprocessing takes ten more extra seconds for both of the two correlation coefficients.
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spot the lesion areas in some cases. Therefore healthy, dead and penumbra tissues can
be distinguished more clearly and more easily. Over the entire image, the boundary of
lesion areas can be drawn more sharply compared with CBF and Tmax maps. If only
dead tissue is required to be identified, using Student’s t-test to threshold correlation
values from correlation tests is a good solution. This tissue classification method we
have pioneered will have significant potential to improve the care of patients with acute
ischemic stroke.
Our interpretation of the results could be in error due to the small number of
datasets used. This clearly warrants further investigation on a broader spectrum of




In this chapter, I will summarize the work presented in my PhD research, state its
contributions and limitations, and conclude with ideas for further research.
5.1 Conclusion
Brain perfusion weighted images acquired using dynamic contrast studies have an im-
portant clinical role in acute stroke diagnosis and treatment decisions. The purpose
of my PhD study is to develop novel methodologies for improving the efficiency and
quality of brain perfusion-imaging analysis so that clinical decisions can be made more
accurately and in a shorter time.
The first issue addressed was the acceleration of the algorithms used to gener-
ate hemodynamic maps. It proved possible, using GPGPUs, to achieve substantial
speedups while retaining the quality of generated hemodynamic maps. The next two
investigations sought to make better use of the information latent in the time-domain
of CT perfusion scans. The first of these showed that Gaussian process regression
(GPR) could significantly enhance the quality of derived data at modest computational
cost. The second of these then used that denoised data to improve the discrimination
between healthy, penumbra and dead tissue. Each of the stages of this investigation are
now revisited below, with an assessment of their impact and reliability.
5.1.1 Accelerated Generation of Hemodynamic Maps
A stroke is a medical emergency in which time is critical for a stroke patient; the sooner
the treatment occurs, the less damage that will be caused to a patient’s brain (;1.11).
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Table 5.1: Performance Improvement
Data Size (Dim1×Dim2×Dim3× time) GPGPU Speedup OpenMP Speedup MPI Speedup
128×128×22×80 (MRI Image Size) 3.75 2.21 3.42
128×128×11×44 (CT Image Size) 5.56 2.26 3.84
When the local AIF technique is used (;1.9), which requires the decomposition of
thousands of AIF matrices, the performance is poor in terms of running time. In order
to reduce analysis processing time and increase the possibility of using local AIF in
clinical diagnosis, we need to accelerate the analysis process.
GPGPU (;2.1.4), a shared-memory parallel based architecture, is applied in our
methods. The key idea is to separate the computational tasks into voxel-based small
tasks, distribute them to different GPU threads and obtain performance improvements
from data parallelism. Other performance optimization techniques, such as data recon-
struction, are also used in our methods. Our method does not change the quality of the
hemodynamic maps. In other words, our GPGPU implementation delivers the same
results as the original serial implementation’s results.
We have analyzed computational complexity and feasibility for every individual
step in the perfusion imaging processing and applied different parallelism methods
based on the analysis (;2.2.3). Data reorganization and Denoising & reorganization
steps use lower-level parallelism in which each GPU thread is in charge of the task
for one voxel and one time point. In the Deconvolution step, upper-level parallelism is
used, by distributing deconvolution (contains all of the time points) for different voxels
to different GPU threads. Theoretically, for both these steps, parallelization enables
all of the voxels in a scan to execute concurrently. However, due to the limitation
of local memory, parallelization for the Deconvolution step can only be performed
one slice at a time (;2.2.6). The Deconvolution step is the bottleneck for perfusion-
imaging analysis, although the speedup factor is more than one hundred for both the
Data reorganization and Denoising & reorganization steps, the overall performance
speedup factor is limited by this bottleneck (;2.3.2).
Table 5.1 shows the speed up achieved by different parallelization implementations,
compared with the original serial implementation (;2.3.3). The overall processing
time is reduced from six minutes to 65 seconds for our CT test dataset and from 35
minutes to less than ten minutes for our MRI test dataset. For the CT and MR data sizes
given in the experiment, our implementation has gained a speedup factor of 5.56 and
3.75, respectively. The speedup also depends on the CUDA configuration parameters
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which determine how tasks are assigned to GPU cores. Our experiments also show that
the four core CPU parallel implementation using OpenMP and MPI gains a speedup
of 2.21 to 3.84 depending on the data size, which is smaller than the improvement
brought about by GPGPU implementations.
Since the improvement of technology will increase the resolution of perfusion
imaging and the number of available sampling time points, the computational cost for
perfusion imaging analysis will keep rising. Ordinary GPUs have evolved into highly
parallel, multithreaded, many-core processors with tremendous computational power.
As a result, GPUs become more and more suitable for large-scale computational tasks
and have great potential to be used to solve complex perfusion imaging analyses in the
future.
The major limitation in this part of research is that: the selection of platforms to
perform GPU and CPU parallel implementations are tricky (;2.3.1.1). The GPU and
CPUs used in the experiments are both ordinary ones with similar price. But it is still
possible that our experiments are not a fully fair trial. For example, we may have
missed an optimisation opportunity in one of our implementations ultimately; it will
also be important to consider the impact on maintainability of using GPGPU-based
methods.
We conclude that parallelization using GPGPU can dramatically reduce the running
time of perfusion imaging analysis based on local AIFs. The GPGPU implementation
is superior to serial implementation and to both CPU parallel implementations. It also
increases the possibility of using local AIFs in clinical diagnosis.
5.1.2 Reducing the Effects of Noise
Since X-ray radiation increases the risk of inducing cancer, CT scanning is constrained
by a tradeoff between image quality and the amount of radiation exposure to the pa-
tient. Traditional noise reduction methods are usually based on three dimensional in-
formation, which does not fully utilize the time-domain of perfusion images.
Our approach uses a noise reduction method based on Gaussian process regression
(GPR), which benefits from the 4D (temporal) information in tissue time-concentration
curves (;3.2.1). It uses the continuity property in the tissue time-concentration curves
and performs as a temporal denoising filter. The smoothness level of denoising output
is determined by hyperparameters in the covariance function and the hyperparame-
ters are adjusted based on derivatives of the features of perfusion images. We also





















































































(d) Raw (e) GPR
Figure 5.1: Results of GPR
developed a noise reduction method, called multiple observation Gaussian process re-
gression (MGPR) (;3.2.3). It works as a combination of a spatial decimation filter
and a temporal filter. MGPR reduces the resolution of the result but can benefit being
from both a spatial decimation filter and a temporal filter.
The quality and reliability of our methods are examined in four ways: by con-
sidering whole-brain summary statistics, by examining individual voxel’s tissue time-
concentration curves and hemodynamic maps, and by a usability study.
1. The results of GPR without spatial decimation show a 99% improvement in CNR
over raw data. Our spatial decimation based GPR also shows considerable im-
provement compared with the spatially weighed mean filter. For a 3 × 3 spatial
decimation, our MGPR and MEAN & GPR achieve 102% and 78% higher CNR
than raw data respectively. This should be compared with the 18% improvement
achievable by simply using a weighted mean filter and the 11% improvement
obtained by using a TIPS bilateral filter. (;3.3.7)
2. Considering the individual voxel, GPR denoised tissue time-concentration curves
have much smaller oscillations than raw data (Figures 5.1a to 5.1c), which helps
to distinguish parameters, such as the baseline value and Tmax, more easily and
with better accuracy. (;3.3.5)
3. For hemodynamic parametric maps (Figures 5.1d and 5.1e), our GPR methods
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provide a much better solution with clearer edges and more detailed information
achieved by the other approaches we studied. These results show that Gaus-
sian process regression based methods handle noise better than comparable tech-
niques used. (;3.3.8)
4. In the usability study (questionnaire), results without denoising (raw images)
received a very low ranking score of 4.65 (±0.56)1. GPR and MGPR are much
preferred with scores of 3.29 (±0.60) and 3.00 (±0.64), respectively. (;3.3.9)
The running times for GPR and 3×3 MGPR are about 12 seconds and 100 seconds,
respectively (;3.3.10). Our methods, improving the quality of output hemodynamic
maps in reasonable time, make them have potential application for clinical diagnosis
and brain research.
The results are evaluated based on a small number (ten) of subjects and only two
slices per subjects were available, so there may be misleading sampling errors.
We believe our methods are the first to fully utilize the temporal information to re-
duce the noise in perfusion source images. Our methods dramatically improve signal-
to-noise ratio and then enhance the quality of hemodynamic maps. They make diag-
nosis easier by providing better boundary and detail information.
5.1.3 Discriminating Healthy, Penumbra and Dead Tissue
Since brain perfusion source images contain more information than hemodynamic
maps, a good utilization of the source images can lead to better understanding of scan
results. Our method makes use of the perfusion source images and identifies lesion
areas automatically using a correlation test.
We have developed a classification method using information contained in the time-
domain of perfusion source images. We have investigated correlation-coefficient-based
methods to distinguish abnormal tissues from healthy tissues (;4.2). Three statistical
tests were investigated: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients and these in
combination with a Student’s t-test.
At the level of individual voxels (;4.3.5), correlation tests successfully enhance
and indicate the difference between healthy and abnormal tissues. For example, as
CBF values in white matter and abnormal tissue are both low, the boundaries separat-
ing white matter and abnormal tissue are hard to determine. As a result, our methods
1Scoring from 1 to 6, where 1 is the best and 6 is the worst.
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can reduce the possibility of failing to spot the lesion areas in some cases. Over the
entire image (;4.3.7), the boundary of lesion areas can be drawn more sharply com-
pared with CBF and Tmax maps. If only dead tissue is required to be identified, using
Student’s t-test to threshold correlation values from correlation tests is a good solution
(;4.3.9).
We conducted a study to evaluate results with expert opinion via a questionnaire
(;4.3.13). More than half of the respondents think our methods are accurate and
helpful for clinical decision-making, while 25% of respondents hold negative opinions
and 21% of them hold neutral opinions.
Our interpretation of the results could be in error due to the small number (ten)
of datasets used. This clearly warrants further investigation on a broader spectrum of
subjects and with a larger cohort of potential users.
We conclude that based on our initial experiments, perfusion source images can be
analyzed with good accuracy in a reasonable time (several seconds) without the neces-
sity of expert intervention during image processing. Our approach enlarges the usage
of perfusion source images and produces comparable results to hemodynamic para-
metric maps. No additional information is required as input to our methods, in other
words, our approach uses the same input as hemodynamic based methods. But our
approach automatically delivers a suggestion of classification to differentiate healthy
tissues from penumbra and dead tissues. Such automated classification opens up a
number of methods for generating summative quantitive reasons, such as the relative
volumes of tissue in each category.
5.1.4 Integrated View
Every part of my PhD research strives toward the same goal - to deliver better perfusion
information in shorter time. Thus, the three parts of my PhD research are inseparable.
Parallelization using GPGPU can not only speed up the perfusion imaging analysis,
but can be also used to reduce the running time of our noise reduction methods and our
automatic classification methods. Both our noise reduction methods and classification
methods are based on the temporal information in the perfusion source images. The
denoised result also improves the classification result.
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5.2 Further Work
While my PhD research has tried to solve perfusion imaging related performance and
accuracy issues, there remain many open questions for further research:
• Our noise reduction method using multiple observation Gaussian process re-
gression can reduce the noise using a combination of 2D image information and
tissue time-concentration curves. As the resolution in the third dimension is 1/12
of that within a slice, i.e. for the scanner used in the experiments, 1mm × 1mm
within slice and 12mm in the direction of the stack of slices, the 2D information
(slice based) can be improved to 3D (volume based) which may lead to extra
improvement. However, new scanners might provide better resolution, making
3D plus temporal filters more tractable.
• Conducting the evaluation of the methods in Chapters 3 and 4 on a larger sample
of patients to confirm that the gains are sustained, e.g. when data comes from
a variety of scanners. If possible, this would also explore examples with more
slices available.
• Conducting more extensive usability trails. In particular, investigating with a
larger and more diverse cohort of potential users, the utility of (a) the improved
derived data, and (b) the choice of presentation methods. Ideally, this cohort
should be sufficiently extensive that different responses from different clinical
roles can be detected and the value of the information in clinical training can be
assessed. Such more extensive trials are a necessary precursor to wider adoption
in clinical practice.
• It is common to have clusters of processors available, with or without GPUs per
node. This suggests the possibility of further acceleration with GPU and suffi-
cient acceleration with CPU by investigating the speedup with multiple nodes
(multiple CPUs) and multiple (CPU + GPU) nodes.
• In our noise reduction method mentioned in Chapter 3, only the estimated value
is used. However, Gaussian process regression also provides a confidence in-
terval for every estimated value. It is possible to investigate whether presenting
confidence information in conjunction with hemodynamic maps is helpful to re-
searchers and diagnosticians. There would be an adjunct research issue of how
best to present it.
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• Our method, MGPR, is very promising in its design, but it did not work very well
in our experiments. The main reason is that it can not handle the boundaries of
different tissue types well, so it blurs the image in some specific areas. A solution
to this is to use a correlation test to determine the boundaries (inferring that two
low-correlated voxels probably belong to two different tissue types) and exclude
voxels from different tissue types from the spatial decimation.
• The TIPS filter noise reduction method uses the sum of least squares to measure
the similarity between two different voxels, but a correlation coefficient can be a
better evaluation of the similarity as explored in Chapter 4. The TIPS filter may
be improved if it makes use of such a correlation coefficient.
Building on much previous research into perfusion imaging we have taken signif-
icant steps towards making better use of all of the data, particularly the time domain.
These steps open many new opportunities for observing and analysing perfusion phe-
nomena. These should be explored further in the brain but they may also be relevant
for other organs and morbidities.
5.3 The PhD in Perspective
This PhD research is an interdisciplinary research. As a computer scientist, it is very
important to work with colleagues in another discipline, such as opportunities from
embedding in Informatics and in BRIC (Brain Research Imaging Centre Edinburgh).
The training I had in EPCC (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre) regarding parallel
computing and in China regarding mathematical skills were also very important to
understand and find answers for the PhD’s goals.
The PhD study is worthwhile and I enjoyed it very much.
Appendix A
Questionnaire and Results
The questionnaire is used to evaluate the results from both of the chapters Noise Re-
duction Using Gaussian Process Regression and Automatic Lesion Area Detection.
The original results are filled (in red) in the form in order to make the result intu-
itive. The order of images in each group is disrupted to prevent inertia of thinking. The
names of the method that images represent are not available to the participants, they
are added in the questionnaire in order to improve the readability of the results after
the survey.
Anything in RED in the questionnaire is not accessible to the participants.
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Study	  of	  Brain	  Perfusion	  Image	  Processing	  
Thank	  you	  very	  much	  for	  taking	  the	  time	  to	  do	  this	  questionnaire.	  
This	  questionnaire	  is	  part	  of	  a	  study	  of	  my	  work	  on	  perfusion	  imaging.	  This	  
work	  is	  about	  trying	  to	  improve	  methods	  for	  displaying	  the	  information	  
from	  perfusion	  imaging.	  One	  of	  the	  problems	  in	  perfusion	  images	  is	  
background	  noise	  and	  I	  have	  been	  working	  on	  methods	  to	  reduce	  the	  noise	  
using	  Gaussian	  process	  regression.	  The	  other	  part	  of	  this	  work	  is	  to	  
automatically	  detect	  the	  lesion	  areas.	  	  
This	  is	  part	  of	  my	  PhD	  research,	  supported	  by	  SINAPSE,	  the	  Brain	  Research	  
Imaging	  Centre	  and	  Prof.	  Joanna	  Wardlaw.	  
	  
	  
All	  of	  the	  images	  are	  CT	  perfusion	  imaging	  results	  from	  three	  stroke	  patients	  
(one	  and	  a	  half	  hours	  to	  five	  and	  a	  half	  after	  stroke).	  
Each	  page	  shows	  images	  from	  one	  slice	  of	  one	  single	  patient	  that	  has	  had	  
different	  denoising	  methods.	  
	  
	  
Please	  help	  me	  to	  get	  to	  know	  a	  little	  more	  about	  you:	  
	  
1. You	   are	   a:	   medical	   physicist,	   radiographer,	   neurologist,	  
geriatrician,	   stroke	  physician,	  other:	  ___________________	  
	  
2. You	  have	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  years	  experience	  in	  this	  field.	  
	  
3. You	  are	  doing	  this	  questionnaire	  on:	   Screen	  or	   Paper	  
	  
4. I	  am	  not	  going	  to	  identify	  you	  in	  the	  results,	  but	  if	  you	  want	  to	  see	  the	  
results,	  please	  leave	  your	  e-­‐mail	  address	  here:	  	  	  _________________	  
	  
Please,	  if	  at	  all	  possible,	  complete	  this	  by	  Jan	  6th	  2012,	  as	  need	  the	  results	  for	  
my	  research.	  We	  will	  try	  to	  use	  late	  results.	  
	  
If	  you	  would	  like	  me	  to	  send	  you	  a	  printed	  color	  copy	  of	  this	  questionnaire,	  





If	  you	  completed	  this	  questionnaire	  on	  your	  computer,	  please	  email	  it	  to:	  
F.zhu@ed.ac.uk	  
If	  you	  completed	  it	  on	  paper,	  please	  email	  it	  to:	  
Fan	  Zhu,	  
Room	  5.24,	  Informatics	  Forum,	  
10	  Crichton	  Street	  
Edinburgh,	  Midlothian	  EH8	  9AB	  
UK	  
	  
1.	  	  CBF	  
	   	   	  
a	  (Raw)	   b	  (GPR)	   c	  (GPR3)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (MEAN)	  	   e	  (MF)	   f	  (TIPS)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is.	  
a	   4.42	  
b	   2.27	  
c	   2.08	  
d	   3.33	  
e	   4.50	  
f	   4.00	  
	  
	  
Comments	  or	  reasons	  if	  they	  apply:	  
	  
	  
2.	  	  TTP	  
	   	   	  
a	  (RAW)	   b	  (GPR)	   c	  (GPR3)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (MEAN)	   e	  (MF)	   f	  (TIPS)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   5.25	  
b	   3.75	  
c	   3	  
d	   5.58	  
e	   2.33	  
f	   1.08	  
	  
	  
Comments	  or	  reasons	  if	  they	  apply:	  
	  
	  
3.	  	  CBF	  
	   	   	  
a	  (MEAN)	   b	  (MF)	   c	  (TIPS)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   3.33	  
b	   4.42	  
c	   5.25	  
d	   3.75	  
e	   2.25	  
f	   2	  
	  
	  




4.	  	  TTP	  
	   	   	  
a	  (MEAN)	   b	  (MF)	   c	  (TIPS)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   5.50	  
b	   3.25	  
c	   1.00	  
d	   5.42	  
e	   2.75	  
f	   3.16	  
	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (TIPS)	   b	  (RAW)	   c	  (GPR)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (GPR3)	   e	  (MEAN)	   f	  (MF)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   1.55	  
b	   4.64	  
c	   3.55	  
d	   3.00	  
e	   4.64	  
f	   3.64	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (TIPS)	   b	  (RAW)	   c	  (GPR)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   2.29	  
b	   4.21	  
c	   2.54	  
d	   3.21	  
e	   4.54	  
f	   4.21	  
	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (GPR)	   b	  (GPR3)	   c	  (MEAN)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   4.22	  
b	   4.00	  
c	   4.33	  
d	   2.00	  
e	   1.56	  
f	   4.89	  
	  
	  




8.	  	  TTP	  
	   	   	  
a	  (GPR)	   b	  (GPR3)	   c	  (MEAN)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   3.00	  
b	   2.00	  
c	   3.80	  
d	   5.50	  
e	   2.20	  
f	   4.50	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (RAW)	   b	  (GPR)	   c	  (GPR3)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (MEAN)	   e	  (MF)	   f	  (TIPS)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is.	  
a	   3.58	  
b	   3.42	  
c	   3.25	  
d	   4.25	  
e	   3.67	  
f	   2.93	  
	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (RAW)	   b	  (GPR)	   c	  (GPR3)	  
	   	   	  




Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   5.00	  
b	   3.82	  
c	   3.00	  
d	   4.36	  
e	   3.36	  
f	   1.45	  
	  
	  




11.	  	  CBF	  
	   	   	  
a	  (MEAN)	   b	  (MF)	   c	  (TIPS)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (RAW)	   e	  (GPR)	   f	  (GPR3)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   4.25	  
b	   2.25	  
c	   1.83	  
d	   5.08	  
e	   4.00	  
f	   3.58	  
	  





	   	   	  
a	  (MEAN)	   b	  (MF)	   c	  (TIPS)	  
	   	   	  
d	  (RAW)	   e	  (GPR)	   f	  (GPR2)	  
	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  6	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  lesion	  is	  clearest.	  
a	   4.67	  
b	   2.67	  
c	   1.33	  
d	   5.08	  
e	   3.50	  
f	   3.75	  
	  





How	  suitably	  the	  
images	  would	  be	  for	  
diagnostic	  reporting?	  
Please	  put	  the	  
numbers	  1	  to	  10	  
against	  the	  images	  
where	  1	  means	  the	  
best	  and	  10	  means	  
the	  worst.	  
Top:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  __4.75___	  
Bottom:	  __4.58___	  
	  
14.	  Automatically	  Lesion	  Detection	  
	  
Please	  tell	  us	  how	  good	  the	  auto-­‐segmentation	  is	  based	  on	  reference	  CBF	  
and	  TTP	  maps.	  
Original	  Noise	  Reduced	  Images	  (Reference):	  
	   	  
CBF	   TTP	  
Segmented	  Images:	  
Red=	  Health;	  Black	  =	  Lesion	  (High	  Possibility);	  Green,	  Blue	  =	  Lesion	  (Low	  
Possibility)	  
	   	   	  
a	   b	   c	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  10	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  automatically	  detected	  lesion	  segments	  are	  ideal	  and	  10	  means	  they	  are	  of	  
no	  value.	  
a	  (Pearson’s	  Correlation)	   4.42	  
b	  (Spearman’s	  Correlation)	   4.67	  
c	  (Student	  t-­‐test)	   5.67	  
	  
Would	  you	  find	  the	  segmentations	  above	  accurate	  and	  helpful	  for	  clinical	  
decision-­‐making?	  (For	  example,	  do	  these	  segmentations	  spot	  out	  some	  
lesion	  area	  you	  may	  not	  noticed	  at	  the	  first	  place?)	  
	  
	  
15.	  Automatically	  Lesion	  Detection	  
Please	  tell	  us	  how	  good	  the	  auto-­‐segmentation	  is	  based	  on	  reference	  CBF	  
and	  TTP	  maps	  
Original	  Noise	  Reduced	  Images	  (Reference):	  
	   	  
CBF	   TTP	  
Segmented	  Images:	  
Red=	  Health;	  Black	  =	  Lesion	  (High	  Possibility);	  Green,	  Blue	  =	  Lesion	  (Low	  
Possibility)	  
	   	   	  
a	   b	   c	  
	  
Please	  put	  the	  numbers	  1	  to	  10	  against	  the	  images	  where	  1	  means	  you	  think	  
the	  automatically	  detected	  lesion	  segments	  are	  ideal	  and	  10	  means	  they	  are	  of	  
no	  value.	  
a	  (Pearson’s	  Correlation)	   4.08	  
b	  (Spearman’s	  Correlation)	   4.33	  
c	  (Student	  t-­‐test)	   5.75	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